MINNEAPOLIS
THE ULTIMATE KNITTING EVENT

NOVEMBER 4–6, 2016
MINNEAPOLIS CONVENTION CENTER
PRINTABLE BROCHURE

WWW.VOGUEKNITTINGLIVE.COM

Thursday, November 3
Registration: 3:00 PM–7:00 PM

Friday, November 4
Registration: 8:00 AM–7:00 PM
3-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–12:00 PM, 2:00 PM–5:00 PM
2-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–11:00 AM, 2:00 PM–4:00 PM
Marketplace: 12:00 PM–7:00 PM
Stitch 'n Bitch with Debbie Stoller!: 7:00 PM

Please refer to
VogueknittingLIVE.com
for complete details, including dining,
parking, and travel information

Saturday, November 5
Registration: 8:00 AM–6:00 PM
3-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–12:00 PM, 2:00 PM–5:00 PM
2-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–11:00 AM, 2:00 PM–4:00 PM
Marketplace: 10:00 AM–6:00 PM
Shetlandia! An Evening with Gudrun Johnston, Mary Jane Mucklestone, and June Hemmons Hiatt: 5:30 PM–6:30 PM
Movie Night: 7:00 PM–9:00 PM

Sunday, November 6
Registration: 8:00 AM–3:00 PM
3-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–12:00 PM, 2:00 PM–5:00 PM
2-hour Classroom Hours: 9:00 AM–11:00 AM, 2:00 PM–4:00 PM
Marketplace: 10:00 AM–3:00 PM

LOCATION INFORMATION
Registration, classes, and the Marketplace will be located at the
Minneapolis Convention Center: 1301 2nd Ave S | Minneapolis, MN
55403
The event hotel is the Hyatt Regency Minneapolis: 1300 Nicollet Mall |
Minneapolis, MN 55403 | 612-370-1234
Book now to get a discounted room rate of $149/night at the Hyatt
Regency Minneapolis. All lodging can be booked directly with Vogue
Knitting LIVE when registering for classes online. Please book in advance, as room availability is limited. If you would like to book your
reservations over the phone, please call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
FRIDAY 9 AM–12 PM
Susan B Anderson

Exploring Shawl Shapes & Design

Adv Beginner

Josh Bennett

Advanced Tips & Tricks: Taking It to the Next Level

Intermediate

Amy Detjen

Fingers First Gloves (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Franklin Habit

Snip ’n’ Zip: Steeks and Zippers

Intermediate

Amy Herzog

Sweaters, Deconstructed

Intermediate

June Hemmons Hiatt

Stitch Gauge

Experienced

Romi Hill

Devilish Details

Intermediate

Gudrun Johnston

Shetland Lace Explored (Part 1 of 2)

Intermediate

Courtney Kelley

Bohus Knitting (Part 1 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Patty Lyons

Make Your Gauge Work (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Nancy Marchant

Basic Brioche

Adv Beginner

Annie Modesitt

Combination Knitting

All Levels

Mary Jane Mucklestone

Contemporary Stranded Knitting

Intermediate

Lucy Neatby

Double Up and Around!

Intermediate

Carla Scott

Entrelac (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Leslye Solomon

The Absolute Best Way to Learn How to Knit Continentally

All Levels

Debbie Stoller

Picture-Perfect Intarsia

Adv Beginner

Meg Swansen

Knitting with Unspun Icelandic Wool (EXCLUSIVE!)

Adv Beginner

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
FRIDAY 2 PM–5 PM
Susan B Anderson

Seamless Knit Doll Workshop

Intermediate

Josh Bennett

Introduction to Sweater Design

Experienced

Amy Detjen

13 Tips for Faster Knitting

All Levels

Nicky Epstein

Make a Square, Create a Cuddly Creature

Beginner

Faina Goberstein

Amazing Art with Slip Stitches

Adv Beginner

Franklin Habit

Photographing Your Fiber

All Levels

Amy Herzog

Knit to Flatter

All Levels

Romi Hill

Fairy SnowCap Hat

Intermediate

Gudrun Johnston

Shetland Lace Explored (Part 2 of 2)

Intermediate

Courtney Kelley

Bohus Knitting (Part 2 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Felicia Lo

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Creating Complex Colors (EXCLUSIVE!)

All Levels

Patty Lyons

Magic of Perfect Blocking

All Levels

Nancy Marchant

Tuck into Your Own Brioche Cowl

Intermediate

Mary Jane Mucklestone

Two Color Knitting: Let’s Begin

Adv Beginner

Lucy Neatby

Various Variegations

Beginner

Deborah Newton

Good Measure: Understanding Body and Garments for a Perfect Fit (EXCLUSIVE!)

All Levels

Gayle Roehm

Challenging Stitches from Japanese Designs

Intermediate

Leslye Solomon

The Secrets to Writing Your Own Sweater Patterns

All Levels

Debbie Stoller

Just Bead It

Beginner

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
SATURDAY 9AM–12PM
Susan B Anderson

Egg to Owl: Topsy-Turvy Toys Made Simple!

Intermediate

Josh Bennett

Josh Bennett’s Design Workshop (Part 1 of 3)

Experienced

Steven Berg

Ponchini Design Challenge

Adv Beginner

John Brinegar

Perfect Seam Lab

Experienced

Cecelia Campochiaro

Sequence Knitting (Part 1 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Amy Detjen

Miniature Holiday Ornaments for Knitters

Adv Beginner

Nicky Epstein

Way Over the Edge

Intermediate

Norah Gaughan

Charts and Schematics: How to Use Easydraw on Your Mac (EXCLUSIVE!)

Experienced

Faina Goberstein

Modern and Exquisite Woven Slip-Stitch Knitting

Intermediate

Franklin Habit

Artfully Agitated Stripes: An Introduction to Mosaic Knitting

Adv Beginner

Amy Herzog

Sweater Design Intensive (Part 1 of 2)

Intermediate

Romi Hill

Small Shawls, Mastered (EXCLUSIVE!) (Part 1 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Gudrun Johnston

Shawls of the North Atlantic (Part 1 of 2)

Intermediate

Courtney Kelley

Beyond Stripes: A Multitude of Ways to Add Color to Your Knitting (Part 1 of 2)

Intermediate

Felicia Lo

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Handpainted Yarn (EXCLUSIVE!)

All Levels

Patty Lyons

Secrets to Spectacular Sweater Success (EXCLUSIVE!)

Experienced

Nancy Marchant

Deconstructing the Willow Scarf (EXCLUSIVE!) (Part 1 of 2)

Experienced

Annie Modesitt

Charted Entrelac

Intermediate

Mary Jane Mucklestone

Fresh Fair Isle (Part 1 of 2)

Intermediate

Lucy Neatby

Toe-Up Socks for Travelers (Part 1 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Deborah Newton

Sweater Shapes for the Best Fit (EXCLUSIVE!)

All Levels

Gayle Roehm

Japanese Knitting: Getting Started

Intermediate

Leslye Solomon

The Absolute Best Way to Learn How to Knit Continentally

All Levels

Debbie Stoller

15 Clever Cast-Ons and Better Bind-Offs

Adv Beginner

Carol Sulcoski

Yarn Substitution Made Easy

All Levels

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
SATURDAY 2PM–5PM
Susan B Anderson

Little Hedgehog (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Diane L. Augustin

Introduction to Tunisian Crochet

Adv Beginner

Josh Bennett

Josh Bennett’s Design Workshop (Part 2 of 3)

Experienced

John Brinegar

No Fear Isle (Sponsored by Classic Elite Yarns)

All Levels

Cecelia Campochiaro

Sequence Knitting (Part 2 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Amy Detjen

Double Knitting 101

Adv Beginner

Faina Goberstein

High-Class Finishing Techniques

Intermediate

Franklin Habit

Garter Party: Garter Stitch Gone Wild

Adv Beginner

Amy Herzog

Sweater Design Intensive (Part 2 of 2)

Intermediate

Romi Hill

Small Shawls, Mastered (EXCLUSIVE!) (Part 2 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Gudrun Johnston

Shawls of the North Atlantic (Part 2 of 2)

Intermediate

Courtney Kelley

Beyond Stripes: A Multitude of Ways to Add Color to Your Knitting (Part 2 of 2)

Intermediate

Felicia Lo

Getting Started with Kool-Aid Dyeing (EXCLUSIVE!)

All Levels

Patty Lyons

Knitting Magic (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Nancy Marchant

Deconstructing the Willow Scarf (EXCLUSIVE!) (Part 2 of 2)

Experienced

Mary Jane Mucklestone

Fresh Fair Isle (Part 2 of 2)

Intermediate

Lucy Neatby

Toe-Up Socks for Travelers (Part 2 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Brooke Nico

Feather Fandango (EXCLUSIVE!)

Intermediate

Gayle Roehm

Sampler of Japanese Techniques and Tips

Intermediate

Leslye Solomon

The Secrets to Solving Mistakes, Mishaps, and the Disappointing Sweater

All Levels

Debbie Stoller

Cabling Without a Cable Needle

Intermediate

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
SUNDAY 9AM–12PM
Susan B Anderson

Fair Isle Hat

Intermediate

Josh Bennett

Josh Bennett’s Design Workshop (Part 3 of 3)

Experienced

Steven Berg

New Perspectives on Knitting

Adv Beginner

John Brinegar

Seams Like Surgery

All Levels

Cecelia Campochiaro

Sequence Knitting (Part 1 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Amy Detjen

Learn Two-Color Knitting

Beginner

Nicky Epstein

Easy Peasy Beaded Bracelets

Beginner

Norah Gaughan

Choose Your Own Arrangement—Cabled Hat

Adv Beginner

Faina Goberstein

Wow! Right from the Cast-On

Adv Beginner

Franklin Habit

The Knitted Plaid: A Color and Pattern Workshop

Adv Beginner

Amy Herzog

Knit Your First Sweater

Adv Beginner

Romi Hill

Lace & Cable Surgery

Adv Beginner

Maggie Jackson

Oh No, Not Another Scarf!

Beginner

Gudrun Johnston

Shetland Hap Shawl

Adv Beginner

Courtney Kelley

Roositud Knitting: Learning the Traditional Estonian Technique

Adv Beginner

Felicia Lo

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Handpainted Spinning Fiber (EXCLUSIVE!)

Adv Beginner

Patty Lyons

Let It Go: Drop-Stitch Patterns

Adv Beginner

Nancy Marchant

Knitting Fresh Brioche (EXCLUSIVE!)

Experienced

Mary Jane Mucklestone

Fair Isle Socks

Intermediate

Lucy Neatby

An Introduction to Intarsia

Intermediate

Gayle Roehm

Japanese Knitting: Getting Started

Intermediate

Leslye Solomon

Crochet for Knitters

All Levels

Debbie Stoller

Knitting on the Double

Intermediate

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
SUNDAY 2PM–5PM
Susan B Anderson

Three Wee Sheep

Intermediate

Josh Bennett

Tips & Tricks: Making Your Garment Look More Professional

Intermediate

John Brinegar

Excel-Erator

Adv Beginner

Cecelia Campochiaro

Sequence Knitting (Part 2 of 2)

Adv Beginner

Faina Goberstein

Reversible Patterns in Slip-Stitch Knitting

Intermediate

Franklin Habit

Embroidery on Knits

Beginner

Gudrun Johnston

Short Rows with Gudrun

Intermediate

Felicia Lo

Unapologetic Color for Spinners (EXCLUSIVE!)

Adv Beginner

Patty Lyons

Fantastic Cast-Ons and Bind-Offs

Intermediate

Nancy Marchant

Basic Brioche

Adv Beginner

Mary Jane Mucklestone

A Trio of Triangles (EXCLUSIVE!)

Adv Beginner

Lucy Neatby

Lucy’s Hot Sock Tricks!

Intermediate

Gayle Roehm

Lace Stitches from Japan

Intermediate

Debbie Stoller

The Amazing Lace

Beginner

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS SCHEDULES
LECTURES
FRIDAY

12:30–1:30 PM

Debbie Stoller

Turbo Throwing; Super-Fast English Knitting

2:30–3:30 PM

Steven Berg

Unlock Your Creative Potential & Embrace Your Fiber Future

5:30–6:30 PM

Deborah Newton

Top 10 Finishing Tips

SATURDAY

10:30–11:30 AM

Trisha Malcolm

Style and Color Trends

12:30–1:30 PM

Cecelia Campochiaro

The Genesis of Sequence Knitting

2:00–3:00 PM

Norah Gaughan

Designing Cables: How One Idea Leads to the Next

3:30–4:30 PM

Nicky Epstein

Knitting Reimagined: Beautifully Breaking All the Rules

SUNDAY

10:30–11:30 AM

Carol Sulcoski

Decoding Self-Striping Yarn: All You Need to Know About Knitting and
Designing with Self-Stripers

12:30–1:30 PM

Amy Herzog

Knit to Flatter: Producing Garments You Love to Wear

2:30–3:30 PM

Norah Gaughan

Designing with Simple Geometric Shapes—Sweaters with Flexible Fit

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

How to Read the Class Descriptions
Teacher Name
Skill Levels | Class Hour

NEW!
Classes that have not been
offered at this Vogue Knitting LIVE
event before.

Technique

EXCLUSIVE!
Classes unique to Vogue Knitting
LIVE!

Name of Class

January 15–17, 2016
New York
Marriott Marquis

Description
Homework
Supplies to Bring

Skill Levels
All Levels Welcome: Class is open to people of any skill level.
Beginner: Can knit and purl, cast on and bind off. Eager to learn!
Advanced Beginner: Has beginner skills, plus can work simple increases/
decreases, follow written instructions, and can work basic stitch patterns.
Ready to move to the next level.
Intermediate: All skills of an advanced beginner, plus proficiency working in
the round and has completed multiple accessories or a basic garment. Proficient at many kinds of stitch patterns.
Experienced: Skilled at all knitting techniques. Able to adjust patterns and
personalize knits via fit and/or design.

Class Hours
Class sessions are either 2 hours or 3 hours. Classes that are made up of
more than one part are described by their total hours. Therefore a class that
is 9 hours long would be three 3-hour class sessions.

Supplies to Bring
For some classes, supplies are listed. Supplies are tools that teachers request
you bring to class. In addition to the class supply list, if you have favorite
tools, bring them. Scissors, stitch markers, stitch holders, tape measure,
hooks and needles in different sizes, support gloves, and note-taking materials can be easily tucked in a bag. If you prefer to buy supplies at the Vogue
Knitting LIVE Marketplace, please allow for enough time to purchase them
before your class starts. Also note that we cannot guarantee that the Marketplace will have the specific supplies you are looking for, so please plan in
advance.

Materials Fee
For some classes, a materials fee is listed. This fee covers the cost of materials provided by the teacher in the classroom. This fee is in addition to the
ticket cost and should be paid directly to the teacher in the classroom. Please
bring exact change in cash.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Susan B Anderson

Egg to Owl: Topsy-Turvy Toys Made Simple! (EXCLUSIVE!)
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: To cast on and work in the round on
small numbers of stitches on double-pointed needles (unless
you are using magic loop but be aware that the pattern is written for dpns). Simple increases and decreases.
Description: Come to class ready to zip through a nearly seamless (there is only one small and quick seam in the entire toy!)
Topsy-Turvy Toy. The toy starts as a palm-size egg and when
turned inside-out becomes an adorable little owl. It is a toy
that evokes ooohs and ahhhhs from all who see it and try it!
In class we will talk about toy knitting tips and tricks that apply
to toy making in general. We will have large group discussions,
small group technique demonstrations, and plenty of individual
attention. We will cover simple seams, picking up stitches right
on your toy for seamless part knitting, face embroidery, stuffing
and gauge issue discussion for toy knitting, and more. You will
leave class a much more motivated and confident toy knitter!
Please note: Toys are great for kids, but knitting them can be
complicated for a kid to master. This class is fast-paced and intended for Intermediate-level knitters; please be sure you have
the proper skill level so that you get the most out of the class!
Homework: Complete the Egg before class. You will be sent
the egg pattern; it uses about 50 yards of yarn. The owl will be
worked on together in class.
Supplies to Bring: Yarn for the class and pattern is worsted
weight. Wool is recommended but other fibers and blends
could be used. Yarn suggestions: Quince & Co. Lark; Cascade
220; Lorna’s Laces Shepherd Worsted; Quince & Co. Owl; any
other worsted weight yarn! Please bring to class: 50 yards
of yarn for the upper owl body, head, ears and wings (I used
brown); 50 yards of yarn for the lower owl body and face (I
used cream); 30 yards of yarn for the owl feet and beak (I used
orange). Note: Bring any colors you would like! Your owl and
egg can be as colorful and crazy as you’d like—stripes are welcome, too. Optional: 9mm safety eyes; black embroidery floss
for eyes if you aren’t using the safety eyes; yarn needle; one
sandwich baggie of fiberfill; scissors. Suggested needles: US size
5 dpns, a set of 4. Note: Magic Loop can easily be used but the
pattern is written for dpns. It’s up to you!

Toys; Projects & Patterns

Exploring Shawl Shapes & Design
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few accessories
Description: Grab that languishing ball of fingering-weight yarn
or a favorite skein you’ve been saving for just the right project,
your needles, and a pencil, and away you’ll zip, designing your
very own shawl in one of 10 selected shawl shapes. In class

you’ll get in-depth instruction on designing your own shawl,
directions on exactly how to create the shape you are going
for—be it crescent, triangular, long-ended for extra wrapping,
half-hexagon, asymmetrical, semi-circle, or more! Your shawl
may have lace, garter stitch, stockinette stitch, many textures,
stripes, beads, etc. The sky is the limit, and you’ll leave with an
excellent understanding of how to design your own shawl from
scratch, from cast-on to bind-off and everything in between. In
class you will plan and start your own shawl design from scratch.
No homework is required: just bring your shawl yarn, needles,
and a pencil!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Yarn: How big do you want your shawl to be?
It’s really up to you how much yarn you’ll need! Here are some
guidelines: 100 grams of fingering-weight yarn with at least 400
yards (this could also be several balls of different colors.) OR
300–600 yards of a sport/DK/worsted weight yarn. Needles: Find
a gauge that will make your knit fabric have a nice drape. This is
achieved by knitting at a slightly looser gauge than usual. These
are my favorite needle sizes for shawl knitting and yarn weights:
For fingering weight: US size 5–7/3.75mm–4.5mm. For heavier-weight yarn, go up a size or two: worsted weight: US 8/5mm
or 9/5.5mm. DK weight: US 7/4.5mm or 8/5mm. Sport weight:
US 6/4mm or 7/4.5mm. Optional: Beads and a flosser to add
beads to the shawl in the body, edging, or on the bind-off. Make
sure the beads fit on the yarn you have selected. Bead size 6/0
will usually fit on fingering- to sport-weight yarn.

Design; Accessories

Fair Isle Hat

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Have experience with colorwork.
Description: Dazzling colorwork patterns can become a reality in
this hands-on class! You’ll pick your own stitch patterns, choose
the colors, and then even get a lesson on doing two-handed Fair
Isle. This class is perfect for students who are Fair Isle novices,
helping you tackle different stitch patterns, catch long floats,
work two-color rib, and even how to make a Latvian Braid. There
will be lots of options, and you’ll have lots of fun while creating your own hat to show off your personal style! Technique
required: Working in the round on a 16-inch circular needles and
double-pointed needles; simple decreases.
Homework: Select the size hat you would like to work on during
class: 0–6 months (6–12 months, 1–2 years, child, small adult,
medium adult, large adult). 13 (14, 16, 18, 20, 22) inches in
circumference. When selecting a size, I prefer my hats to have
1–2 inches of negative ease so they fit snugly on the head but
this is up to you and your preference. Come to class with 64 (72,
80, 88, 96, 104, 112) stitches cast on with your main color yarn
on the 16-inch circular needles. You should be ready to join to
begin workingin the round. The yarn should be worsted weight,
preferably wool, and the gauge should be 5 stitches per inch in
stockinette stitch. You should have at least one contrast color to
work with, bring more if you’d like a more colorful hat.

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Supplies to Bring: 100 yards of worsted-weight wool for the
main color of your hat and about 50 yards of at least 2 contrasting colors of worsted-weight wool (suggestions for yarn:
Brooklyn Tweed Shelter, Cascade 220, Quince & Co. Lark). US
size 7 (4.5mm), 16-inch circular and set of 4 double-pointed
needles or size to obtain gauge of 5 sts per inch in stockinette
stitch. Yarn needle, tape measure, pencil.

Accessories

Little Hedgehog

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: To cast on and work in the round on
small numbers of stitches on double-pointed needles (unless
you are using magic loop but be aware that the pattern is
written for dpns—be adept enough to change it yourself if you
prefer that method). Simple increases and decreases.
Description: Come to class ready to work on an adorable
pint-size hedgehog with a super unique seamless construction.
This tiny toy is cleverly constructed and packs in a lot of techniques along the way! Through large group discussion, small
group demonstrations, and individual help, renowned knit
toy-designer Susan B. Anderson will help you become a more
confident toy knitter. In class students will work on the Hedgie
pattern, but discussion and demonstrations will cover loads of
toy-knitting tips and tricks, such as face embroidery, stuffing
tricks, caring for knit toys, the best fiber content for toy-knitting, gauge tips, a universal tip for remembering Kitchener
stitch, and a super-fun twisted loop stitch that can be used in
different projects. The Hedgie project is small, so some may
even finish in class, but everyone will leave with some new
toy-knitting skills in their hands!
Homework: Come to class with the necessary materials in hand
and be ready to dive in and get to work! There are a couple of
things to note before class:
1. The preferred yarn for Hedgie is 100% wool. Do not bring a
slick or slippery yarn, because it will be more difficult to work
with, especially for the Twisted Loop Stitch section of the toy.
2. Check the gauge of your selected yarn and needles by
knitting a swatch before class. The most important thing is that
your gauge is not too loose. You should have a tight, dense
fabric for your toy.
Supplies to Bring: Finished size: 3-inches tall. Yarn: 50 yards
each of two contrasting colors, 100% wool is recommended
but other fibers and blends will work fine as long as they are
not too slippery or slick. The sample is knit in Quince & Co.
Lark (100% American Wool) in the Bark (brown for the back)
and Egret (white for the front and face) colorways. Needles: US
size 5, set of 4 double-pointed needles or size to obtain gauge.
Gauge: 6 stitches per inch in stockinette stitch. Other Supplies:
Yarn needle, detachable stitch markers, black embroidery floss
or fingering-weight yarn for face embroidery, fiberfill (a small
baggie-full is plenty!).

Toys; Projects & Patterns

Seamless Knit Doll Workshop
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; easy colorwork; experience
with top-down garment construction; basic finishing techniques;
short rows; casting on and working in the round on a small number of stitches on double-pointed needles; working in the round
on double-pointed needles
Description: Come knit an adorable folk-style doll seamlessly
and from the top down with toy knitting expert Susan B. Anderson. Susan’s patterns from the ebook Mary, Millie & Morgan,
published by Quince & Co., will be provided and used during
class to take the students on a super-fun seamless doll knitting
adventure! Although students will be working on a specific
project during class, many toy-knitting tips, tricks, techniques,
and skills will be shared and demonstrated along the way. Some
of the technique demonstrations and skills worked on during
class include: Casting on a small number of stitches on double-pointed needles; working in the round on a small number
of stitches on a small number of stitches; short rows; duplicate
stitch; doll hair-tying techniques; face embroidery; picking up
stitches; placing stitches on scrap yarn; closing holes and gaps
in your toy; gauge; stuffing discussions; and more! Please note:
Toys are great for kids, but knitting them can be complicated for
a kid to master. This class is fast-paced and intended for Intermediate-level knitters; please be sure you have the proper skill level
so that you get the most out of the class!
Homework: In your selected sport-weight yarn to make the doll,
please check that your gauge is 6.5 sts per inch in Stockinette
stitch. Suggested needle size is US 3/3.25mm (class uses dpns!).
Supplies to Bring: Note the doll’s finished measurements are
9"/23cm tall when standing, 6"/15cm body circumference,
approx. 3½"/9cm arm length, and 4½"/11.5cm leg length. Yarn
used in the sample dolls is the sport-weight Chickadee from
Quince & Co. There will be a kit available for the dolls through
Quince & Co. for the yarn. If you’d like to knit the same doll
as in the photo these are the yarn requirements: 1 skein each
in the following colorways (refer to the photo online): Doll #1
(Millie—blonde doll with white skin): Egret 101, Bird’s Egg 106,
Frank’s Plum 114, Storm 104, Winesap 133, Glacier 105, Carrie’s Yellow 125. Doll #2 (Mary—brunette doll with peach skin):
Petal 111, Carrie’s Yellow 125, Kumlien’s Gull 152, Gingerbread
120, Crow 102, Lupine 116. Doll #3 (Morgan—black hair with
brown skin): Twig 119, Iceland 153, Peacock 109, Crow 102,
Winesap 133. Note: Yardage includes yarn needed for outfits.
We won’t get to the outfits during class, but I’ve listed the yarn
so you can plan ahead. If you’d like to use leftover sport-weight
yarn for class, bring 100 yards or less in a skin color, hair color,
shirt, leggings, and shoe color. If you want your doll to be in the
selected skin color only, that’s fine as well. Needles: One set of
4 double-pointed needles (dpns) in size US 3/3.25mm OR size to
obtain gauge. Tools: Yarn needle, a large baggie of fiberfill, scissors, embroidery floss, tape measure, detachable stitch markers.

Toys; Projects & Patterns

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Three Wee Sheep

Josh Bennett

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; must be able to work in the
round on double-pointed needles starting on a small number of
stitches.
Description: Three Wee Sheep is a workshop created around
different types of toy construction. While working on three tiny
sheep designs the students will learn top-down seamless, bottom-up seamless and separate part toy construction. There will
be lots of individual, small group and large group attention in
the class. The class includes patterns for three tiny sheep, loads
of technique information, demonstrations, and tips and tricks
for toy knitting. Students will work hard, learns lots and have
tons of fun at the same time! Students will leave being much
more confident toy knitters!
Homework: Check gauge and bring necessary materials. Gauge
on worsted weight yarn: 6 sts per inch in stockinette stitch on
US size 6/4mm needles or size to obtain gauge.
Supplies to Bring: Around 200 yards of worsted weight yarn
in selected sheep colors (more than one color is fine (for faces
and legs), the ear doesn’t have to be cream or black, colorful
sheep are welcome!). US size 6/4mm double-pointed needles,
set of 4; a large baggie of poly-fiber fill; black embroidery floss;
yarn needle; scissors; detachable stitch markers; ruler or tape
measure.

Intermediate | 3 hours

Intermediate | 3 hours

Toys; Projects & Patterns

Diane L. Augustin

Introduction to Tunisian Crochet
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Comfort with basic chain and single
crochet.
Description: Add delightful color and texture to your table with
Tunisian crochet. Tunisian crochet is a form of crochet that also
uses a bit of knitting technique, and the resulting fabric has a
woven appearance. Learn the fundamental stitches required
to make a place mat and coaster set. You will also learn how
to work with two colors of yarn to create stripes. We will cover
the Tunisian knit and purl stitches as we complete one coaster
in class. A variety of Tunisian crochet projects will be discussed.
Many different weights of yarn will be provided for you to sample using the new stitches you will learn. Join the fun and add
this technique to your crochet toolbox.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Two skeins of Plymouth Fantasy Naturale
cotton yarn (one variegated and one solid), or any smoothstranded worsted-weight yarn, and a size I or J Tunisian crochet
hook. The pattern will be provided in class.

Crochet

Advanced Tips & Tricks: Taking It to the Next Level
Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a whole garment;
advanced finishing techniques
Description: Learn a new level of Josh’s best tips and tricks for
even more complex knitting problems.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Calculator, tape measure, one ball of solid
worsted-weight wool, needles that work with that weight yarn.

Tips & Techniques

Introduction to Sweater Design
Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a whole garment;
advanced finishing techniques
Description: In this class, you will learn the start to finish of writing a basic sweater pattern. Josh walks you through the math to
be able to start creating your own original designs and modify
existing patterns for different fits. The class will discuss fits for
different body types, picking the right fiber, knitting the correct
gauge swatch, and measuring the body correctly. Tips and techniques on how to make your garment look more professional
and have a better wear will also be discussed.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Calculator, tape measure, pencil, eraser.

Design; Garments

Josh Bennett’s Design Workshop
Experienced | 9 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a whole garment;
advanced finishing techniques
Description: In this three-part class, you will go from idea to
sketch to pattern. Class 1: We will look at the upcoming trends
and forecasts in the knitwear industry and sketch designs using
these or your own inspirations. From your rough sketches, Josh
will pick a design that you will be able to write a pattern to
make. We will discuss design aspects to help your design look
fashion-forward and wearable. Class 2: We will learn all the
pattern math to make your design an actual garment. We will
also discuss tips and techniques to make your design more professional looking and have better wear. Class 3: You will be using
your knowledge from the other classes to start writing your
pattern for your original design. Don’t worry, Josh will be there
to help you with all your questions.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Inspirational tear sheets (photos, pictures,
garments, yarn, anything that inspires you). Pencil and eraser.
Tracing paper.

Design; Garments

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Tips & Tricks: Making Your Garment Look More
Professional
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a whole garment;
basic finishing techniques
Description: In this class, you will learn all of Josh’s tips and
tricks for making your garment look more professional. He will
demonstrate different cast-on methods, increases, decreases,
body shaping, and other special techniques that he uses when
designing for himself and other fashion designers.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Calculator, tape measure, one ball of solid
worsted-weight wool, needles that work with that weight of
yarn.

Tips & Techniques; Finishing

Steven Berg

New Perspectives on Knitting
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Broaden your knitting horizon and change your life
with StevenBe. This dynamic class is designed to be an amazing
opportunity to have fun while learning StevenBe and Westknits’
favorite techniques and best tips and tricks. It will set you free
from patterns as written and help you feel comfortable making your own modifications and design decisions. Experience
the magic of mixology, taking a variety of yarns from different
brands, weights, and fiber contents to create a magical and
unique accessory or garment. Start with a base pattern from
Westknits or StevenBe and learn different methods of creating
angles and edges, adding new colors, and combining fibers in
unique ways to customize the pattern and truly make it yours.
How it works:
1. Each student will begin his or her project in a corner, side,
center, or top.
2. You will work on your project with guidance from Steven.
3. This should be a fun challenge to guide you in thinking outside the box and working creatively. This workshop will leave
you comfortable with deviating from the written pattern and
making your own design decisions
4. You will be given direction and assignments to enable you to
complete your project outside of class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 1. A Stephen or Steven base pattern: Smooth
Move, Boneyard, Vertices Unit, Enchanted Mesa, Eyelet Ponchini, Shawl Vest, Holier than Thou, or Silk & Scribbles, or one
of our designs of your choosing.
2. Minimum 3 yarns to work with, best to be a variety of
weights and/or fiber contents. Several fine strands can be
combined in this project. Yarns should be chosen prior to class
so we can begin immediately. More yarns can be added during
class.

3. A variety of needle sizes will be needed so bring a good selection, even a crochet hook or two.

Inspiration

Ponchini Design Challenge
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: The StevenBe Ponchini is a versatile garment with
so many design possibilities. This is your chance to create a
custom Ponchini with the Ponchini Master himself. Get excited
to explore the genius and simplicity of this garment by making it
into something that suits you exactly all while learning Steven’s
favorite tips and tricks. Experience the magic of mixology, taking
a variety of yarns from different brands, weights, and fiber
contents to create a magical and unique Ponchini. Start with an
original pattern from StevenBe and learn different methods of
creating edges, modifying the shape with short rows, adding
new colors, and combining fibers in unique ways to customize
the pattern and truly make it yours.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: • A work-in-progress or finished project for
show and tell (the desire to be admired is not required—but it is
recommended!)
• The Ponchini Vol. 1 book, which can be acquired in class
• Minimum 3 yarns to work with—we love to experiment with
a variety of weights and fiber contents. Yarns should be chosen
and wound prior to class so we can begin immediately. More
yarns can be added during class. Choose a color palette when
bringing your stash to make it cohesive.
• A skein of smooth, worsted-weight yarn and needles to match
for experimenting and swatching techniques
• A book of knitting stitch patterns including lace, cables, textured patterns (recommended, but not required)
• A variety of needle sizes will be needed so bring a good selection (we recommend an interchangeable set), even a crochet
hook or two
• A notebook or design sketchbook to keep notes with pens/
pencils.
• Steven’s goodie bag of most preferred notions, including:
• Stitch markers
• Stitch holders
• Tapestry needles (2 or 3 of varying sizes; sharp, blunt, and
large-eye—Chibi is a great choice)
• Tape measure (as cute as possible—fun tools are the best
tools)
• Scissors
• The Knit Kit is the perfect solution for gathering all of these
notions in one spot. It is StevenBe’s perfect travel companion.

Design; Accessories

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Lecture: Unlock Your Creative Potential & Embrace
Your Fiber Future
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Longtime knitter and professional yarn whisperer
Steven Berg is here to read your stitches and tell you what the
world has in store for you. He will wow you with his clairvoyant
insights into the fiber industry and inspire you with his radical fashion ideas. Prepare to have your mind blown as Steven
shows you what you’re truly capable of when you let go of
the terrestrial plane of patterns and follow your heart into the
freeform aether. Bring your favorite hand-knit (or crochet) and
share it with Steven for a peek into your personal fiber future—
he knows all, sees all, tells all!
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Inspiration

John Brinegar
Excel-Erator

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Understand how to read charts
Description: In this technical skills class, participants will learn
how to make a knitting chart from scratch. With so many pattern possibilities, we’ll learn not only how to create charts from
the very first stitch, but how to use multiples, include increases
and decreases, how to chart colors, and even prepare your file
for printing perfectly. A laptop with Microsoft Excel installed
(and all current updates) is required.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Bring a laptop with Microsoft Excel; be sure
the computer is updated and ready to use in class. Don’t forget
your power cord!

Tips & Techniques; Design

No Fear Isle (Sponsored by Classic Elite Yarns)
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; working
in the round
Description: This class is where your fear of Fair Isle finally
fades away. We will cover the basic history and little-known
facts and learn exercises to help with dexterity. We will start
with a fun art and color exercise (colored pencils and graph
paper included) where we will draw our own patterns with 2
colors and 3 colors and knit away! Mistakes are allowed, and
shoulder massages are included. Yep, this class has it all!
Homework: With US 8/5mm 16" circular needle and any color
worsted-weight yarn, CO 100 stitches. Join to work in the
round, taking care not to twist stitches. Work k2, p2 rib for
2"/5cm. Leave project on needles and bring to class as is.
Supplies to Bring: Scissors, scotch tape, and red wine (if you
stress out at the thought of colorwork!).

Color

Perfect Seam Lab

Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; basic finishing techniques
Description: Maybe you’ve tried seams, with either moderately
successful or completely disastrous results. But if you’ve ever
longed to say, “Ahhhh, it’s perfect!” then this is the seaming intensive for you. We’ll make perfect shoulder seams, perfect side
seams, and perfect set-in sleeve seams. This class is all about the
finishing, and before you know it you’ll be the next seam whisperer. The homework is worth it—trust me. Bonus takeaway:
German short rows how-to!
Homework: You will need to make 4 swatches of stockinette
stitch from worsted-weight yarn, 4"x4"/10x10cm each. You will
also need to make a mock sweater front and back with a sleeve
cap as follows: SWEATER “FRONT”: Using a light-colored worsted-weight yarn and US 7/4.5mm or US 8/5mm needles, CO
21 sts. Work 10 rows even in stockinette stitch. Mock armhole
BO: on the next RS, BO 4 sts. knit to end, turn purl back. Next
row (RS): **knit 1 or 2 sts, k2tog, knit to end, turn, purl back.
Rep from ** 4 times more, then knit even for 8”/20cm. Put
rem 12 sts on a stitch holder and set aside. Do not BO. Leave
several yards of yarn for finishing this piece, and then cut the
yarn. SWEATER “BACK”: Work as for “Front,” reversing the side
on which you do the BO and the decreases. Put this piece on
a stitch holder as well with several yards of yarn to finish it.
SLEEVE “CAP”: Using a light-colored worsted-weight yarn and US
7/4.5mm or US 8/5mm needles, CO 64 sts. Work 10 rows even in
stockinette stitch. Mock sleeve cap shaping: BO 4 sts on the next
2 rows. Dec 1 st at each edge (1 or 2 stitches in) on the next RS
row and the next 7 RS rows. Then dec 2 sts at each edge (1 or 2
stitches in) on the next RS row and the next 3 RS rows. Then BO
3 sts on the next 2 rows, then BO 4 sts on the next 2 rows. BO all
10 rem stitches on the next RS row.
Supplies to Bring: Tapestry needle and contrasting yarn for
seaming.

Finishing

Seams Like Surgery

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: This is where all your fear of seaming fades away.
This class covers stitch anatomy, decorative seams that are
inspired by surgery sutures, and includes samples that will blow
your mind! We will also go over in detail everything about traditional seaming, perfect shoulder seams, mattress stitch, perfecting the dreaded easing of fabrics together. In my “no knitter
left behind” seaming class, you will leave with a new feeling of
encouragement that you too can finish your knits with perfect
seams. See what all the buzz is about!
Homework: Please prepare 4 stockinette swatches with no border and 4 stockinette swatches with at least a 4–5 stitch garter
border on the left and right sides. All swatches should be at least
4"x4"/10x10cm. See Supplies for info on yarn.

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Supplies to Bring: Materials you should use for the swatches:
worsted-weight or slightly heavier yarn with corresponding
needle sizes. Please, no textured, novelty, or difficult-to-use
yarn. Please also bring to class a darning needle and enough
contrasting yarn to seam your swatches together. Blocking your
swatches is fine, but not necessary.

Finishing

entire knitting process.
Homework& Supplies to Bring: None

Tips & Techniques

Double Knitting 101

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Description: The book Sequence Knitting is about using a different mindset to create fabric. In this lecture and slide show,
Cecelia explains her process and how her unique background
in science and the arts led to her insights. The talk is richly illustrated with images from her influences and her photography.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; chart reading; easy colorwork
Description: Learn the basics of double knitting, including
casting on, increasing, decreasing, and binding off. I’ll demonstrate both methods of working DK (both sides in one pass, and
two passes per row). If you don’t know what that last sentence
means, take the class and learn about your options!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Two balls of yarn (a light and a dark) and set
of needles in size appropriate for your yarn (straight or circular).
Color

Sequence Knitting

Fingers First Gloves (EXCLUSIVE!)

Technique Requirements: Suitable for advanced beginners
through to very experienced knitters. Students should be able
to knit, purl, cast on, and cast off.
Description: This class is an introduction to the idea of Sequence Knitting and the creation of knit fabric. Students will
create some swatches to get a feeling for the range of possibilities and understand how they can use sequence knitting in
their own work. Specific topics include:
• Concept of sequence knitting
• When sequence knitting makes sense
• How to read sequence knitting instructions
• Reversibility
• Common mistakes
• Reading sequence knitting charts
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 2 balls of smooth yarn in solid colors that
contrast. At least 1 color should be light. Appropriately sized
needles: straight or circulars needles for working back and
forth AND double-pointed needles or 2 circulars for working in
the round. A pen or pencil for note-taking. A copy of the book
Sequence Knitting can be helpful, but is not required.

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a few accessories
Description: Do you want to knit a pair of gloves that fit you like,
well, a glove? Amy will teach you how to make seamless gloves
starting with the fingers (done using an I-cord technique). This
guarantees a custom fit, and you get the pesky part done at
the beginning. Amy will demonstrate lots of techniques during
the class, which also includes a sheet of guidelines for making
custom gloves. From there, you can play with colorwork or stitch
patterns to make yours unique. You will be stunned at how much
control you have over your knitting!
Homework: Swatch a bit with your chosen yarn to find the
needle size that gives you a fabric you want for gloves. Once
you know you like the fabric, knit 1 or 2 fingers using dpns. (In
order to learn the “finger join” technique, it helps to have one
or two existing fingers when you come to class; these may not
be in your final gloves.) Knit them as follows: Using a provisional
cast-on, cast on 15 sts. If you don’t know a provisional, use any
cast-on (provisional will be taught in class). Knit in the round for
2"–3"/5–7.5cm (depending on length of your finger). Remember, this is a “swatch finger,” so don’t be too concerned about its
size right now. Dec round 1: (K2, k2tog) to end of round—10 sts.
Dec round 2: (K1, k2tog) around, end with k1—7 sts. Dec round
3: K2tog, k3tog, k2tog—3 sts. Break yarn, thread the tail onto a
yarn needle and pull it through remaining stitches. Repeat for
second “swatch finger.” Bring these “fingers” to class.
Supplies to Bring: Yarn (see below), double-pointed needles to
achieve a gauge you love (or circulars if you prefer magic loop
or using 2 circs to knit in the round), crochet hook in size similar
to your chosen needles, at least 2 locking stitch markers (removable), and usual supplies such as pen, scissors, coffee. Yarn
Notes: I highly recommend using fingering-weight (sockweight)
yarn. Yardage estimate for a woman’s large glove in fingering

Cecelia Campochiaro

Lecture: The Genesis of Sequence Knitting
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Lecture; Inspiration

Advanced Beginner | 6 hours

Design; Tips & Techniques

Amy Detjen

13 Tips for Faster Knitting

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Learning to knit faster isn’t the only thing that will
make your knitting life more productive and enjoyable, but it
can’t hurt either. Join Amy and have fun learning simple and
helpful tips (there are actually more than 13!) to speed up the

Tips & Techniques

Intermediate | 3 hours

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
weight is 350–400 yards; however, there are 45 variables that
could change that number, so buy extra and see what the
store’s return policy is for unused skeins.

Accessories; Design

Learn Two-Color Knitting
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round
Description: Launch into two-color knitting (Fair Isle, Norwegian, and Armenian) with an arsenal of tips for knitting with
two colors (traditionally one color in each hand). It truly is
much easier than it looks. We’ll do stranded knitting and avoid
puckers and tangles and purls (oh my!).
Homework: Using your darker color, cast on 108 sts. Join into
a circle, being careful not to twist the stitches over the needle.
Work about 8 rounds in ribbing (1x1 or 2x2). Next Round: *K9,
m1* repeat around (120 sts). Stop and bring this to class, along
with a second color of the same weight yarn.
Supplies to Bring: Two balls of fingering- or sport-weight yarn
in a light and a dark and circular needles (one 16" or two 24") in
size appropriate for your yarn; 1 stitch marker.

Color; Tips & Techniques

Miniature Holiday Ornaments for Knitters
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round
Description: We all love tiny things, so let Amy share her love of
miniature garments with you. We’ll do as many as we can in the
time allotted, and the class includes a pattern for a hat, mitten,
sock, and tiny sweater. They make adorable ornaments to give
or use as a gift tag!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Festive leftover fingering-weight yarn bits to
use and to share, and small double-pointed needles (US 3 or
thereabouts).

Projects & Patterns

Nicky Epstein

Easy Peasy Beaded Bracelets
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: Walk away with a gorgeous beaded bracelet and
the knowledge and ideas to make many more for gift giving!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Size 2/2.75mm knitting needles, scissors, and
small tapestry needle.
Materials Fee: $12

Beading & Jewelry; Projects & Patterns

Lecture: Knitting Reimagined: Beautifully Breaking
All the Rules
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Learn all about Nicky’s innovative approach to creating breathtaking garments using non-traditional structure and
shaping, straight form her latest bestselling book, Knitting Reimagined. She will share this adventure in designing and knitting
extraordinary and unconventional constructions with photos
and diagrams, plus there will be some of the original pieces on
hand for an up-close look at the spectacular details. Knitting
Reimagined offers a fresh and contemporary look at how to use
structure, shape, and stitches in new ways to create striking and
very wearable pieces. You’ll come away with inspiration and
aspirations that you never dreamed of! Don’t miss this chance
to spend an hour with Nicky as she takes you down a road less
traveled—one that leads to a beautiful destination.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Inspiration

Make a Square, Create a Cuddly Creature
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: With just one square, you can make a whole menagerie of animals! Nicky Epstein’s latest book features dozens
of cute cuddly creatures; in this class you will learn to make a
bullfrog or a sheep, and maybe even a few more. You won’t
believe the possibilities from such a simple beginning.
Homework: For a bullfrog, use green yarn and knit up a square
as follows: With size 8 (5mm) needles, cast on 45 sts. Work
in garter st (k every row) for 70 rows. Piece should measures
10"/25.5cm from beg. Bind off. For a sheep, use black yarn (A)
and white yarn (B) and knit up a square as follows: With A, cast
on 47 sts. Beg with a knit row, work in St st (k on RS, p on WS)
for 10 rows. Row 11 (RS) With B k8, with A k31, with B k8. Row
12 With B p8, with A k1, *LS, k1; rep from * to last 8 sts, with B
p8. Row 13 Rep row 1. Row 14 With B p8, with A k2, *LS, k1; rep
from * to last A st, k1, with B p8. Rep rows 1–4 rows once more.
Break yarns. Join A and work rows 1–4 as before but with A only,
8 times, then work rows 1 and 2 once more. Break yarn. With B
and beg with a k row, work 10 rows in St st. Bind off. NOTE: LS =
(Loop Stitch) Worked on wrong side. Insert RH needle into st as
if to knit it. Wind yarn over RH needle and around index finger
of left hand 3 times, then over RH needle point once more. Draw
all loops through st on LH needle, then slip loops to LH needle.
Insert RH needle through back of these loops and original st and
knit them together through back loops.
Supplies to Bring: Your finished square, additional yarn, and appropriate size needles. Tapestry needles, pins, scissors, and small
amount of contrasting colors for the eyes and mouth.

Toys; Projects & Patterns

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Way Over the Edge

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Learn some of Nicky’s unique textural stitch work
techniques. Pods, Balls, Tubes, Weaves, Knots, Layering, Twists
and more!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Scrap yarns with corresponding straight and
DPNs, tapestry needles, scissors, and pins.

Tips & Techniques; Finishing

Norah Gaughan

Charts and Schematics: How to Use Easydraw on
Your Mac (EXCLUSIVE!)
Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; chart reading; able to
design own garments; able to write own patterns
Description: You don’t need a special knitting software package to easily make beautiful cable, lace, and colorwork charts
or draw professional-looking schematics on your computer.
One simple, inexpensive drawing app for your Mac will do it
all. Norah will guide you through the process she uses to make
charts and schematics with the easy-to-understand and intuitive program/app, Easydraw. Note: This app is for Mac computers only and you need to provide your own Mac laptop for the
class.
Homework: Download and install the app Easydraw on your
Mac laptop. Note: Download from the app store on the dock,
not from the website. Download the version with no numerical
suffix. Be sure to charge your laptop fully before class, should
there be limited outlets.
Supplies to Bring: Mac laptop with Easydraw installed (see
homework).

Design; Tips & Techniques

Choose Your Own Arrangement—Cabled Hat
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Design a cabled hat without the hard work.
Choose from a variety of different cable charts designed for
the class and learn how to complete your hat by following
prewritten design templates for a beanie, slouchy hat, or beret.
All three styles can be knit seamlessly in the round or flat, then
seamed. Experience reading charts is helpful, but if you’ve
never done it before, you can learn it here. The variety of charts
will include a range of difficulty so intermediate or advanced
knitters can forge ahead and take on a more challenging chart
while beginners can keep it simple.
Homework: Test your yarn and needle combination to make
sure it makes an attractive, firm fabric at 5 sts/inch. Bring your
blocked swatch to class.

Supplies to Bring: Approximately 200 yd of worsted-weight
yarn with gauge 20 sts/4 inches (10cm). Needles to get gauge +
2 sizes smaller, your choice of straight, two circulars, or double
points. Two circulars are recommended so you can learn the
method of seamless knitting using two circular needles at once.
Cable needle or double-pointed needle to use as a cable needle.

Accessories; Cables

Lecture: Designing Cables: How One Idea Leads to
the Next

All Levels Welcome | 1 hour
Description: From simple substitutions to logical transformations and expansions to drawing with cables Norah delves
into her process of making up new cable patterns. Copiously
illustrated with photos by Jared Flood taken for her new book,
Norah Gaughan’s Knitted Cable Sourcebook.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None
Lecture; Cables

Lecture: Designing with Simple Geometric Shapes—
Sweaters with Flexible Fit
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Explore the design possibilities of sweaters made
with rectangles, triangles, circles, or half circles. From finding
inspiration to testing an idea with fleece to taking your idea to
the next level, Norah takes you through her design process and
shares her current obsession with making innovative (yet wearable) garments where fit isn’t a big issue.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Inspiration

Faina Goberstein

Amazing Art with Slip Stitches
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Basic knitting, easy colorwork
Description: Go beyond the traditional slip stitch and learn how
to create incredible, head-turning projects that look like an art
piece. Combine traditional, fancy, and woven slip-stitch patterns
using one or more colors to make your own masterpiece. It will
stay our secret how easy it really is. Using contemporary colors,
yarns, and shapes of your choice makes you feel like a painter.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 3 or 4 colors of DK- or worsted-weight yarn
and suitable needles.

Tips & Techniques; Color

High-Class Finishing Techniques
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; have knit a few accessories
Description: All parts of your sweater are done. What’s next?
Learn how to make your project even more beautiful with
correct finishing steps. We’ll cover different blocking methods;

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
seams; alternative methods of picking up stitches for a neckline, button bands, and other edges; 3-needle bind off; collar
shaping for best results; and much more. If you do it right, you
will love your sweater.
Homework: With worsted-weight yarn make 4 swatches in
stockinette stitch as follows: CO 30 sts, work for 3"/7.5cm, bind
off all sts.
Supplies to Bring: The homework swatches, worsted-weight
yarn, needles, crochet hook, tapestry needle, safety pins.

Finishing

Modern and Exquisite Woven Slip-Stitch Knitting
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; chart
reading; easy colorwork
Description: Add a little bit of color to your project with this
new and exciting group of slip-stitch patterns. Learn the basics
of working with this group, swatch a few patterns, try some
color combinations, and get inspired to create your own
stitches. Join us in exchanging ideas on where to use woven
stitches and how any project can become one of a kind.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 3 balls of different solid-color yarn (DK
or worsted-weight). Needles: US 4-5 (for DK) or US 6-8 (for
worsted). Notions: Stitch markers, row counter, small scissors,
pencil, paper for additional notes.

Color; Inspiration

Reversible Patterns in Slip-Stitch Knitting
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; cables; beginner lace; chart reading; easy colorwork
Description: In this class you will learn about reversibility of
stitch patterns. There will be many discussions, demonstrations
of swatches, and discoveries. You will be working with some examples of such patterns, using one or more colors. After taking
this class, you will have a very good comprehension of what to
look for in a stitch pattern (slip-stitch or other technique) for
reversibility and where to use such patterns.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 2 to 3 balls of different solid-color yarn (DK
or worsted-weight). Needles: US 4-5 (for DK) or US 6-8 (for
worsted). Notions: Stitch markers, row counter, small scissors,
pencil, paper for additional notes.

Tips & Techniques; Color

Wow! Right from the Cast-On
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: No worries: This is not another class on cast-on
methods. Here you will learn how to add a WOW effect to a
simple hat or any other project right at the cast-on. We will use
cast-ons you probably know in a very creative way. Once you try
this new approach, there is no going back.

Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Solid-color yarn (DK or worsted-weight). Needles: US 10 straight needle (one), plus US 6-9.

Tips & Techniques

Franklin Habit

Artfully Agitated Stripes: An Introduction to Mosaic
Knitting
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Fluency in the basic techniques of
knitting.
Description: At first glance, mosaic knitting looks like garden-variety stranded colorwork–but it’s not. Mosaic patterns are really
two-row stripes, joggled here and there with slipped stitches.
The result? Beautiful designs and intriguing fabrics in stockinette, garter stitch—and hybrids thereof. And amazingly you’ll
never knit with more than one color in a row. Want to find out
how it works, and how to design your own mosaic color patterns? Join us, and bring your imagination.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Yarns: Two balls of smooth (non-fuzzy),
worsted-weight yarn (for example: Cascade 220, Universal Yarns
Deluxe Worsted, or similar) in highly contrasting solid colorways.
Needles: 1 circular needle (preferably 16–24 inches) in a size
appropriate to give a comfortable, firm gauge (such as would
be appropriate for a warm scarf or hat) in the yarns selected.
Notions: Notebook, pencils (not pens) and erasers for sketching
and charting. Two or more 8½ x 11 sheets of graph paper ruled
in squares at 4 squares/inch. This paper is easily procured from
shops or can be printed, free, at http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/square.html.

Color; Tips & Techniques

Embroidery on Knits
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; fluency in
the basic techniques of knitting; completion of a simple homework assignment prior to class.
Description: Hand embroidery is the perfect complement to
hand knitting. With a little help from your tapestry needle,
simple projects become splendid, and the beauties of complex
work are enhanced and revealed in new and exciting ways. In
this introductory-level class, students will learn basic (but lovely)
line, fill, knot, and motif stitches, and how to vary and combine
them for different effects. We will also discuss the selection of
materials, planning designs, transferring patterns, and the care
of finished work. No prior embroidery experience is necessary—
if you can work with two needles, you can work with one!
Homework: Use a smooth, strong, worsted or sport weight yarn
(i.e., Cascade 220, Cascade 220 Sport, Universal Yarns Deluxe
Worsted, Valley Yarns Northampton) in a white or a light solid
or semi-solid color. Make two swatches as follows. With needles
that will give you a gauge of about 5 (with worsted) to 6 (with
sport) sts to the inch in stockinette st, CO 56 sts. Rows 1–6: knit.

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Row 7 (WS): K4, p 48, k4. Rep rows 6–7 25 times. Rows 58–63:
Knit. Bind off. If time permits, block swatch (recommended, not
required).
Supplies to Bring: Completed homework assignment (see
above). At least two balls (partial balls are fine) of smooth,
strong, worsted or sport weight yarn (i.e., Cascade 220,
Cascade 220 Sport, Universal Yarns Deluxe Worsted, Valley
Yarns Northampton) in solid or semi-solid colors that contrast
strongly with the yarn used to complete the homework assignment. Tapestry needle. Scissors.

Finishing; Tips & Techniques

Garter Party: Garter Stitch Gone Wild
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Fluency in the basic knitting techniques, including working from color charts.
Description: Poor, plain garter stitch. So often confined to the
edge of the party, so seldom seen in anything but the same
old blocks or stripes. But not today! Today, garter stitch breaks
out into fully fledged stranded color patterns, courtesy of an
intriguing but little-known technique called garter jacquard.
We’ll work charted garter jacquard patterns and also explore
other fun techniques that play well with this fabric: I-cord
edgings and “afterthought” openings created by cutting into
the knitting.
Homework: With yarn and needles to give a firm (not tight)
gauge, CO 20 sts. Knit 40 rows, slipping first st of every row as if
to purl with yarn in front.
Supplies to Bring: Yarns: Two balls of smooth worsted-weight
yarn (Cascade 220, Universal Yarns Deluxe Worsted, or similar) in highly contrasting solid or semi-solid colorways. Wool,
alpaca, or blends thereof are recommended. Students unable
to handle wool should choose a non-slippery yarn. Needles:
For knitting: 1 circular needle, about 24 inches in length, or one
pair straight needles, in a size appropriate to give a firm (but
not tight) gauge in the yarn selected. (If in doubt, select needles
one size smaller than those you would normally use for knitting
the yarn you have selected.) For the afterthought opening:
three double-pointed needles of a size equal to or slightly
smaller than the needles selected for knitting. Notions: Stitch
markers, scissors, notebook, pencils (not pens) and erasers for
sketching and charting.
Tips & Techniques

The Knitted Plaid: A Color and Pattern Workshop
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; chart
reading
Description: If the prospect of mixing colors gives you the fidgets, but you’ve dreamt of putting together your own complex
color schemes for projects, this class is for you. We’ll begin by
learning a simple but strikingly effective method for knitting
plaid fabric—a method that can even be used to re-create family or school tartans. Then we’ll use the framework of the plaid

as the point of departure for a practical, hands-on lesson in color
selection. You can learn to design your own color schemes—all
it takes is a little knowledge, a little practice, and a little playfulness.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Five to ten balls of any smooth (non-fuzzy)
sport- or worsted-weight yarn (for example: Cascade 220, Dale
Baby Ull, Universal Yarns Deluxe Worsted) in different colors.
Please note that partial balls are welcome! This is a great classfor using up leftovers from stash. You’ll be mixing and matching
with yarns brought by other students, so be prepared to share
what you bring. One 16" or 24" circular needle, or one pair
straight needles, in a size that will give you a firm gauge with
typical worsted- or sport-weight yarn. Tapestry needle. Notebook and pen or pencil for making notes. It is also expected that
students will have with them the usual notions basic to knitting:
scissors, a selection of stitch markers, etc.

Color; Design

Photographing Your Fiber

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: No prior knowledge of photography is
necessary. Just have a camera and a sense of adventure.
Description: Bring your own camera and a project or two, and
learn the basics of lighting, exposure, and setting up a shoot.
This introductory-level class will also tackle common fiber-photography problems like capturing true color and stitch definition.
You don’t need fancy equipment to make good photographs–the
emphasis will be on getting the best possible images using your
camera and materials already at hand.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Camera (preferably digital). Camera manual
(if available). A selection (at least one or two) of projects to play
with. Notebook and pen or pencil.

Inspiration

Snip ’n’ Zip: Steeks and Zippers
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; working in
the round; easy colorwork
Description: This empowering class is designed to guide timid
and/or inexperienced knitters through two operations that
are famous for causing anxiety in the uninitiated: the cuttingof steeks (slashed openings in hand-knitted fabric), and the
installation of zippers. We’ll be doing both by hand—no sewing
machine required!
Homework: Please have this homework (a short, circular swatch
in stranded colorwork) completed in its entirety prior to the
start of class. If your homework is incomplete, you won’t be
able to participate in any of the class exercises, and you’re in
for three dull and frustrating hours. You’ll need: Two balls of
smooth, worsted-weight yarn, preferably pure wool or 90% or
more wool blend (e.g., Cascade 220 or Universal Yarns Deluxe
Worsted). Please note that slippery yarns (acrylic, silk, cotton)

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Amy Herzog
Knit to Flatter

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

are not generally suited to the cutting of steeks and should be

avoided. Select one ball in a dark, solid color and one ball in a
lighter,solid color. Your chosen colors should contrast strongly
with one another. One 16-inch circular needle, in a size wellsuited to your yarn of choice to create a firm fabric. Eight stitch
markers (one should be distinct from the others to indicate
beginning of rounds). Scissors. Tapestry needle.
Instructions: With dark color, cast on 132 sts. Join to work in
the round, taking care not to twist. Place marker to indicate
beginning of round. Join light color and *work Row 1 of Chart
A (chart is on next page) 4 times (24 sts). Place marker. Work
Chart B 1 time (9 sts), place marker*, repeat between *s until
round is complete, omitting marker after final instance of
Chart B. Continue working charts as established until you have
completed 3 full repeats of Chart A and 18 repeats of Chart B.
(Swatch will be 18 rounds high, not including cast-on round.)
Break dark color, leaving 6-inch tail for weaving in. With light
color, bind off. Weave in ends.
Supplies to Bring: For the homework assignment: two balls
of smooth, firmly spun worsted-weight wool yarn (for example, Cascade 220 or Universal Yarns Deluxe Worsted) in highly
contrasting colors. Please note that slippery yarns (acrylic, silk,
cotton) are not generally suited to the cutting of steeks and
should be avoided. One 16" circular needle in a size that yields
a firm fabric with the student’s yarn of choice. For class: The
completed homework assignment. One ball (partial is fine) of
wool yarn in a weight equal to or slightly lighter than the yarns
used to knit the homework; it should be of a color that contrasts well with the homework yarns. One crochet hook, equal
to or slightly smaller in diameter than the knitting needles used
to knit the homework. One pair of sharp scissors. Notebook
and pen or pencil for taking notes.
Materials Fee: Additional materials will be provided in class by
the teacher at a cost of $5 per student, payable in cash at the
beginning of the session.

Finishing

Technique Requirements: Knit/Purl; cast on/bind off; and increase/decrease
Description: Amy’s signature class helps you understand why
some sweaters look stunning on both you and the page, and
others… not so much. She gives you the tools you’ll need to
produce sweaters that make you feel great, every time you pick
up the needles. In class, we discuss:
• Why your body shape is way more important than your size,
and how to determine what your shape is
• How clothing changes the appearance of the body’s shape
• What looks best on each figure type, driven into reality by lots
and lots of trying on samples
• How to properly measure your body for sweater knitting
• How to choose what size to knit, demystifying ease, and modifying existing patterns (please note we do not go into modifications in detail in this class)
• General sweater tips and tricks, student-brought questions and
discussion topics
Amy brings a big suitcase of sweaters to try on during class, so
if you’d like to participate please wear a top that’s easy to layer
under a sweater! Please also bring along a measuring tape and
your adventurous inner knitter.
Homework: Take a body shape analysis photo.
Supplies to Bring: A measuring tape is definitely helpful.

Design; Garments

Lecture: Knit to Flatter: Producing Garments You
Love to Wear
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: My passionate belief is that your clothes should
make you look and feel as gorgeous as you truly are. (And that’s
pretty gorgeous.) This topic is important, because clothing
matters. It matters a lot. Not because there’s a “right” thing to
wear, or rigid rules you should follow for the rest of your life.
But because clothing changes the way you look to the rest of
the world, and that change is something you can (and should)
control—so that you appear how you want to appear. Our wardrobes are far, far more than protection from the elements. They
let us show the world who we really are. It all comes down to
this: If a piece of clothing doesn’t work for you, it’s the clothing’s
fault, not your body’s. This lecture goes in depth on clothing,
how it makes us look, what we like to wear, and why. Too many
of us spend too much time wishing our bodies were different
then they are, and as hand-knitters we have incredible power to
produce clothing that is absolutely perfect for us. With no compromises. This seems daunting, but is actually far easier than
you think. I’ll show you how.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Garments

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Knit Your First Sweater

Sweater Design Intensive

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Ready to take the plunge, but a little nervous that
you’ll wind up with a useless garment? Have no fear! Sweater
expert Amy Herzog tells you everything you’ll need to know to
wind up with an enviable first sweater. We’ll cover:
• Basic sweater construction options: What are the different
ways a sweater can come together, and what impact does your
choice of construction have?
• Schematics: What they are and how they can help you.
• Getting a successful sweater fabric: Swatching, and beyond.
• Choosing the right size, and setting yourself up for the easiest-possible modifications (note: we don’t cover modification
math in detail in this class)
• Identifying key pattern elements vs. when you can go “off
road
• Shaping, edging, patterning, and other options
Amy is great with student Q&A too, so bring your questions to
class and get ready for some great sweaters! (Please note that
there is some overlap between this class and Sweaters, Deconstructed. Please don’t take both.)
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: This is optional, but it can be helpful to have
a couple of swatches of fabric you like on hand during class. No
restrictions on yarn, content, size, etc.—just fabric you like!

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; basic finishing techniques, have knit a whole garment
Description: Have sweaters in your head, and wonder how to
make them a reality? Look no further! In this class you’ll spend
a full day with Amy and learn how to make any sweater you can
imagine. This design intensive course covers both the “how” of
sweater design and the “why”:
• Different sweater construction styles, and how to work the
math for them
o All-in-one constructions
o Raglans
o Drop Shoulders
o Yokes
o Set-in Sleeves
• Different neckline shapes and trims, and using those in combination to achieve the look you’re after
• Adjusting body shaping for various effects
• Incorporating stitch patterns, edge treatments, and more
• Matching fabric and materials to silhouette
This class is aimed at adventurous sweater knitters who are
ready to take the next step. You should have completed a few
garments, have questions and design ideas in mind, and be
ready to explore.
Homework: It’s very helpful for students to have some fabric
samples on hand as we discuss fabric as it relates to design. So
bring in some swatches you love, if you have them handy! (This
is optional, though, so if you don’t, don’t worry about it!)
Supplies to Bring: Spare paper, pencil, and a calculator.

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Design; Garments

Sweaters, Deconstructed
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; basic finishing techniques; have knit a few accessories
Description: There’s so much more to sweater knitting than
just the knitting, and this class gives you the tools you need to
make your next sweater a smashing success. We cover all of the
things that go into making a great sweater:
• Silhouette: Overviews of the different ways sweaters are constructed, what each construction is good for, and how sweaters
are more alike than they are different.
• Fabric: How to swatch accurately for gauge and fabric, identifying and achieving good sweater fabric, and matching fiber
and fabric to design
• Stitch patterning: Where and how you can incorporate stitch
patterning into sweaters, characteristics of different stitch
patterning, how it interacts with various kinds of shaping, and
more
Student Q&A is a big part of the class, too, so bring your own
questions to class, and let’s talk sweaters!
Homework: Please swatch in a couple of different yarns until
you have at least two swatches of sweater fabric you like. Wash
them and bring them to class.
Supplies to Bring: See homework.

Garments; Tips & Techniques

Intermediate | 6 hours

Design; Garments

June Hemmons Hiatt
Stitch Gauge

Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: This intensive class is suitable for
suitable for all skill levels except new knitters.
Description: Learn June Hemmons Hiatt’s new methods of
calculating an accurate stitch gauge. This hands-on class covers
several different approaches to making a swatch and calculating
gauge depending on the type of project you plan to knit. Also
included are suggestions for what to do if you cannot match the
gauge called for in a pattern, using a swatch to learn about the
yarn and the stitch or color pattern, and how to determine yarn
requirements for a new design or pattern alteration. Ms. Hiatt
considers gauge the most important chapter in her book, The
Principles of Knitting; learn how to make the method work for
you. Ms. Hiatt recommends pairing this class with Alterations,
offered in the afternoon of the same day, to delve even deeper
into this concept.
Homework: Please make one or two 6–8" square swatches knit
with any stitch pattern except Stockinette or garter stitch; do not
wash or steam.
Supplies to Bring: You will also need a 12" straight ruler, a basic

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
calculator, and some method of taking notes.

Tips & Techniques

Romi Hill

Devilish Details

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; beginner lace; chart reading;
have knit a few accessories
Description: A beautiful and successful project always comes
down to the details! In this class, students will learn techniques
used in New Lace Knitting (Interweave, 2015) projects, plus
others, including: Kitchener cast on and bind off, provisional
crochet cast on to knitting needle, 3-needle bind off, i-cord bind
off, knitted on lace edging bind off, grafting, picking up stitches,
Russian join, spit splice, joining top of shoulder seams invisibly,
and placing beads with a crochet hook. We’ll be swatching all of
the different techniques.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Your yarn and needles of choice for swatching. Recommended: extra needle sizes to compare fabric
achieved.

Tips & Techniques

Fairy SnowCap Hat

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; beginner lace; chart reading;
have knit a few accessories; basic finishing techniques
Description: A fantastic holiday gift, the super-popular Fairy
Snowcap has lace, twisted stitches, and a pompom! Best of all,
it only uses one 100-gram skein of yarn. In this class, we will
explore casting on to knit in the round, knitting openwork in
the round, making pompoms, and a gorgeous sewn bind-off to
make your hat look professionally finished!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Worsted-weight yarn for a small swatch;
Fairy Snowcap pattern, available on Ravelry.com; smooth
cotton waste yarn; stitch markers; 1 set each US 4/3.5mm and
US 7/4.5mm dpns; 1 set each US 4/3.5mm and US 7/4.5mm
circular knitting needles; blunt tapestry needle; one skein worsted-weight wool (141 yds/100g—pattern uses Berkshire from
WEBS).

Accessories; Lace

Lace & Cable Surgery

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; cables; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few
accessories; patience.
Description: In this workshop, we will discuss techniques
to avoid lace and cable mishaps and then learn how to rip a
section of lace back and knit it up row by row without having
to rip the entire project out. After the lace, we will move on to

mis-crossed or mis-placed cables, exploring how to use duplicate
stitch to cover small problems and how to ladder down and fix
other issues. Students will be given charted knitting homework
to be prepared prior to the class: a lace swatch and a cable
swatch with mistakes, to be operated upon during class!
Homework: Two swatches, one with lace mistakes and one with
cable mistakes (see file).
Supplies to Bring: Swatch homework with working needles, double pointed knitting needles at least 2 sizes smaller than used
to knit swatch, crochet hook in similar size to smaller double
pointed needles, small foam core sheet (or something else to
which the swatch can be pinned), at least 30 T pins, point protectors, optional chart holder, patience.

Lace; Cables

Small Shawls, Mastered (EXCLUSIVE!)
Advanced Beginner | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few accessories
Description: Shawls are a versatile, must-have knit for anyone’s
wardrobe. Romi Hill has designed many, featuring techniques
such as mosaic knitting, Estonian stitches, beaded lace, and
cabled increases. In this class you will swatch these techniques,
and be prepared to knit any one of Romi’s designs in her 7 Small
Shawls eBooks. Among other topics covered, students will learn
about increasing and decreasing shawl sizes, different cast-ons,
bind-offs, yarn substitution, gauge, and blocking.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Knitting needles in sizes 4, 5, and 6, plus your
sock yarn of choice for swatching. Size 6/0 seed beads plus steel
crochet hook to fit through hole of beads. Cable needle. Smooth
cotton waste yarn plus size E crochet hook. Sharp and blunt tapestry needles. Stitch holder. A chart keeper would be helpful.

Accessories; Lace

Maggie Jackson

Oh No, Not Another Scarf!
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: By the end of this class, Maggie hopes the piece
you make will NOT go toward a scarf but toward one of the
other design options she shows: a table-runner, a pillow, a purse,
a shawl, a wall hanging, etc. Maggie will have you thinking “outside the box” by making holes in your work, cutting yarn in the
middle of a row just to retie with knots at the front, joining her
renown tubes, and working a ladder stitch. She will show some
finishing techniques for the project and give advice on what
she learned from being a fashion designer doing ready-to-wear
for 25 years, selling to Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, and others.
Samples of these stitches will be shown on garments to stretch
your creative thinking.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: US size 7 or 8 needles, preferably wooden,

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
bamboo or plastic to work with the linen and other yarns (as
metal is slippery). Scissors.
Materials Fee: $20 (in cash) covers materials for a completed
project.

Accessories

Gudrun Johnston

Shawls of the North Atlantic
Intermediate | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few accessories
Description: In this class we will look at 3 different shawl styles
from Shetland, the Faroe islands and Iceland. We will explore
the constructions and patterns used in each tradition by making
mini samplers.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Yarn: 100 yards of fingering-weight yarn
in MC, 25 yards each of CC1, CC2, and CC3. 250 yards of DK
weight yarn in single color. 100 yards of Lace weight yarn in MC,
25 yards each of CC1 and CC2. Note: Please avoid variegated or
dark yarns and if possible choose woolly (not superwash) yarn.
Needles: US 7/4.5mm and US 8/5mm 24 inch circular needles.
Notions: Stitch markers, scrap yarn for holding stitches; highlighter tape or similar for help with keeping track of lace chart;
row counter (optional).

World Traditions; Lace

Shetland Hap Shawl

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace
Description: Learn how to knit a traditional hap (shawl) from
the Shetland Islands. This beautiful heirloom shawl makes a
great gift for a new baby and is a great introduction to Shetland
lace knitting. We will make a mini version of this shawl in class
(as a half hap) and students will leave with the necessary skills
to make their own full-sized version at home. Please note that
this class covers a lot of similar content as the Shetland lace
class so it is recommended not to sign up for both. If you are an
advanced lace knitter, take the Shetland lace class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 150 yards of fingering weight yarn in main
color. Either 20 yards of three different contrast colors or 50
yards of one contrast color in fingering-weight yarn. US 7/
4.5mm or US 8/5mm 24-inch circular needle (if you are a loose
knitter use the smaller size needle). Stitch markers.

World Traditions; Lace

Shetland Lace Explored
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading
Description: In this class we will explore the techniques and

patterns that pertain to Shetland lace knitting. We will practice knitting the more complex lace patterns where motifs are
worked on both the RS and WS of the work. An overview of
Shetland shawl constructions will be provided as well as some
historical background. Examples of Gudrun’s designs using Shetland lace will be available to view in class.
It is very important that you have had some basic experience
with knitting lace. Please note that this class covers a lot of similar content as the Hap Shawl class, so it is not recommended to
sign up for both. If you are newer to lace knitting, take the Hap
Shawl class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 300 yards fingering- or laceweight yarn.
Please avoid anything too variegated or dark, and try to stick
with 100% wool as much as possible. US 6/4mm 24 inch circular
needle or straight needles (which ever you prefer to knit with).
Stitch markers. Any other highlighters/tape you like to use for
keeping track when following charts.

Lace; World Traditions

Short Rows with Gudrun
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; have knit a few accessories
Description: The short row has many useful functions when
it comes to shaping your knitting. In this class we will practice
and compare several different methods and discuss where to
put them to good use. We will also briefly look at how the short
row can be used to create such things as shoulder shaping, bust
darts, curved hemlines, and more. Examples of Gudrun’s designs
using this method will be available to view in class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 200 yards of worsted weight yarn (please do
not use variegated or very dark yarn). US size 7 (4.5mm) straight
or circular needles

Tips & Techniques

Courtney Kelley

Beyond Stripes: A Multitude of Ways to Add Color to
Your Knitting
Intermediate | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a few accessories;
easy colorwork
Description: In this class, students will learn the basics of
stranded color work, including reading charts and properly
blocking your work. In class, students will make a sampler
illustrating many regional styles of colorwork: Fair Isle, Selbu,
Setesdal, and even Bohus knitting. Less familiar techniques like
embroidery, intarsia, and roositud will also be covered. We’ll
also cover two-handed color work, tacking long floats, proper
tension, and choosing colors for optimal effect. Students will be
provided with worsted-weight yarn in a range of gorgeous colors
from The Fibre Co.

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Please bring double pointed needles in size
7 US (or whatever needle you are comfortable working in worsted weight yarn).
Materials Fee: $10

Color

Bohus Knitting

Advanced Beginner | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a few accessories;
easy colorwork
Description: The Swedish workshop founded by Emma Jacobsson, Bohus knitting, is best known for its beautiful
hand-knitted items made famous in the late 1930s through the
‘60s for their attention to detail, innovative design and color,
and exacting standards of craftsmanship. Traditional Bohus
patterns utilized a fine-weight angora and wool blend to create
a gorgeous halo and tonal gradations of color. The addition of
purl stitches and the sometimes third—or fourth or fifth—color
per row opened up limitless design possibilities for the knitter. In this class we will learn a bit about the history of Bohus
knitting, as well as the technique used to create its masterful
effects.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Please bring double pointed or small circular
needles size 2 and 4 for working in the round. Yarn will be provided by The Fibre Co.
Materials Fee: $30, for handouts, yarn, and patterns

World Traditions; Garments

Roositud Knitting: Learning the Traditional Estonian
Technique
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; have knit a few accessories
Description: Roositud is an Estonian inlay technique where a
contrasting color is wrapped between the back and front of the
fabric as you knit. The end result is geometric patterning on the
knitted fabric that resembles embroidery. Using the Roositud
technique allows you the freedom to place a motif anywhere
and to use as many colors as you wish, allowing for almost
limitless design possibilities.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Please bring US size 3 or 4 double-pointed
or small circular needles, as well as 50g of sport-weight wool or
wool-blend yarn in a solid color.
Materials Fee: $15

World Traditions; Tips & Techniques

Felicia Lo

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Creating Complex Colors
(EXCLUSIVE!)
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Description: Hand-dyeing your own knitting yarn gives you the
ability to create something that is truly unique. This class is
designed to help students create complex, layered colorways on
protein fibers and yarns such as wool and silk using acid dyes.
We explore a variety of dye techniques used to create layered or
glazed semi-solid colorways as well as other low-water immersion techniques to create subtle, multicolored yarns. Each student will make three skeins of hand-dyed yarn during the class.
Previous dye experience is encouraged.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: An apron or old T-shirt.
Materials Fee: $35

Dyeing

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Handpainted Spinning
Fiber (EXCLUSIVE!)
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Description: Hand-dyeing your own spinning fiber gives you
the ability to create something that is truly unique. This class is
designed to give students a taste of creating colour on protein
fibers and yarns such as wool and silk using acid dyes. We cover
handpainting techniques to produce multicolored painted spinning fibers. Each student will make two 4 oz bumps of handpainted spinning fiber during the class. No previous dye experience is necessary. Just bring your enthusiasm and love for color!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: An apron or old T-shirt.
Materials Fee: $25

Spinning

Dyeing to Get Some Color: Handpainted Yarn (EXCLUSIVE!)
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Description: Hand-dyeing your own knitting yarn gives you the
ability to create something that is truly unique. This class is designed to give students a taste of creating color on protein fibers
and yarns such as wool and silk using acid dyes. We cover the
basics of color theory and explore handpainting techniques to
produce variegated yarns. Each student will make two skeins of
hand-dyed sock yarn during the class. No previous dye experience is necessary. Just bring your enthusiasm and love for color!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: An apron or old T-shirt.
Materials Fee: $25

Dyeing

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Getting Started with Kool-Aid Dyeing (EXCLUSIVE!)
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Description: Interested in dyeing but apprehensive about starting? Exploring Kool-Aid dyeing is an excellent and inexpensive
way to get started without the investment in equipment, supplies, or dyes! In this class, we will learn the process of Kool-Aid
dyeing to make both solid and multicolored yarns. Students will
dye on multiple mini-skeins of sock yarn so that they get to take
home a variety of yarns and colors. No previous dye experience
is necessary. Just bring your enthusiasm and love for color!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: An apron or old T-shirt.
Materials Fee: $20

Dyeing

Unapologetic Color for Spinners (EXCLUSIVE!)
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Description: Spin with color confidence! Spinners often fear
that they will turn a beautiful hand-dyed fiber into a skein of
mud! We will cover some color theory as well as a variety of
techniques for spinning hand-painted fibers to bring out the
best in the colors and fiber. Learn to subdue, enhance, and
brighten colors using different blending, drafting, and plying
techniques.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: An apron or old T-shirt.
Materials Fee: $25

Spinning

Patty Lyons

Fantastic Cast-Ons and Bind-Offs
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Must know the long tail cast on (in
slingshot position), how to knit, purl.
Description: How you start and end a project is an important
decision. There are so many amazing cast-ons and bind-offs,
and I’ve gathered some of my favorite and most practical. We
will go over great cast-ons and bind-offs for lace, for rib, and
more. We will also look at pairing cast-ons and bind-offs that
look great together. Let’s start and end with a bang!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Worsted or chunky NON splitty yarn in
LIGHT COLOR, small amount of contrasting color yarn. Needle
appropriate for yarn, and one smaller double pointed needles .
Crochet hooks in G or H.

Tips & Techniques

Knitting Magic (EXCLUSIVE!)
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Must know long tail cast on and how
to knit, purl, cast on, bind off. Experience in one other method
of working in the round helpful.
Description: There are a couple of “magic” techniques that

can add so much to our knitting. In this workshop we are going
to explore all the ways we can use two amazing magics: Magic
Loop and Judy’s Magic Cast On. We will learn how we can work
circularly making any circumference without going to double-pointed needles. You’ll be able to make sleeves, hats, socks
or any small item in the round. Next we will explore the many
uses of Judy’s magic cast on. Although many have heard of this
cast on for a toe starter, did you also know it can be used for an
amazing provisional cast on (keeping the stitches live) as well as
the greatest tubular cast on ever! Come on, add a little magic to
your knitting!
Homework: On 40" circular needle, CO 30 stitches using longtail cast-on.
Supplies to Bring: Yarn: Any smooth worsted to chunky weight
yarn, in a light color. OPTIONAL: second ball of a contrasting
color yarn. Needle: 16" US size 8/5mm, 9/5.5mm, 10/6mm
circular knitting needles (which ever your yarn choice requires),
40" circular knitting needle US 8/5mm, 9/5.5mm, 10/6mm.
Circular needles must have VERY flexible cords.

Tips & Techniques

Let It Go: Drop-Stitch Patterns
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Description: Remember when the thought of dropping a stitch
made your heart stop? Now learn to let that GO! With dropstitch patterns you will discover the beauty of dropping a stitch
on purpose! Drop-stitch patterns are fun and add a wow factor
to anything you knit. In this hands-on knitting class, we will explore a variety of beautiful drop-stitch patterns that add texture
as well as manipulated drops and lifted floats. Add a bit of wow
to any pattern. Come on, drop a stitch, and let it go!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Smooth, light colored worsted weight yarn—
wool or wool blend best. Needles appropriate to yarn.

Tips & Techniques

Magic of Perfect Blocking

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Description: Why spend all that time knitting a garment, only
to stop short of making it look great? Blocking is an essential
part of finishing your garment off perfectly. Blocking evens out
your stitches, sets your size, and in some cases can even mask
your mistakes. In this workshop we will go over the three main
methods of blocking (wet, steam, and spray) and learn how to use
all the tools such as blocking boards and wires. We’ll also discuss
blocking unusual shapes, special stitch patterns, as well as learn
a bit about different fiber properties. Feel free to bring in your
questions! Come on, don’t stop short of the perfect finish!
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Tips & Techniques

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Make Your Gauge Work (EXCLUSIVE!)
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Must know how to knit, purl, cast on,
bind off. Recognize the knit and purl stitch and be able to work
them in a pattern without supervision. Basic understanding of
what gauge is and how to make a gauge swatch
Description: You know the basics of gauge, but how do you
make your own gauge work for you! Stop trying to match the
gauge exactly and learn how to knit a project to YOUR gauge.
After a review of the basics, and how to make a “truthful”
swatch, we’ll get to some of the trickier elements of gauge,
such as pre blocked vs blocked gauge, hung gauge, and the
difference between yarn gauge and pattern gauge. We will
explore what to do when a project is knit in the round or in a
pattern stitch. We’ll even look at special gauge techniques such
as speed swatching and an open cast-on. Finally, we’ll master
the math of using your gauge, not just the pattern gauge. We’ll
learn how to work an existing size with a different gauge, resize
a sweater by using a different gauge, how to add different stitch
patterns to your garment, and how to make adjustments to
your pattern when your row gauge is off. Stop trying to match
someone else’s gauge and discover the joys of making YOUR
gauge work!
Homework: Cast on 24 stitches, knit in stockinette for 5 inches.
NO GARTER EDGE. Do not bind off, leave on needle with yarn
attached.
OPTIONAL: On circular needle, cast on 24 stitches.
Row 1: K2 tbl, P2, K16, P2, K2 tbl – JUST DO ONE ROW and
leave yarn attached.
Supplies to Bring: Yarn: Worsted-weight or chunky yarn to
make your swatch. Small extra ball of yarn. NO NOVELTY YARN,
NO TEXTURED YARN. LIGHT-COLORED YARN ONLY. Needles &
Hooks: US 9–11 (the sizes you used to make your swatches), 1
empty needle for casting on, double-pointed needle in a small
size or a tapestry needle. Accessories: Ruler, calculator, paper
& pen.

Design; Tips & Techniques

Secrets to Spectacular Sweater
Success (EXCLUSIVE!)
Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Must know long-tail cast on, knit/
purl; cast on/bind off; increase/decrease; have knit a whole
garment; basic finishing techniques; knowledge of short rows
optional. Will go over short row options in patterns, will not be
teaching short rows.
Description: There are so many ways your sweater can go
wrong, but even more ways it can go sooo right. In this “all
things sweater” overview class we will cover some of the
most important things you need to know, as well as a host
of fantastic hands-on knitting tips to get you to your perfect
sweater. After a brief exploration of fiber and pattern choice,
and choosing the right size, we will take a peek into the pattern
to see what it will and won’t tell us. Next we will delve into spe-

cific knitting techniques to discover a host of “the pattern never
told you that” knitting refinements, from better cast-ons, ways
to improve the look of your rib, shaping, shoulders and overall
fabric, and a few fantastic bind-offs. Finally we’ll address some
finishing issues that plague many a knitter, when we explore the
best practice for picking up stitches (including the oh so tricky
buttonband on a V-neck trauma) as well as the best way to set
in a sleeve. Discover the secrets and make this the year of your
perfect sweater!
Homework: Swatch #1: CO 28 sts.
Row 1: *K3, P2* repeat from * to * to last three stitches K3
Row 2: *P3, K2* repeat from * to * to last three stitches P3
Work for 2"" in the rib stitch as established, leave on needle.
Swatch #2: CO 15 sts.
Work in Stockinette for 18 rows ending with WS row.
Next Row (RS): K2, k2tog, work to end of row—14
Next Row (WS): Purl back.
Rep last 2 rows 9 times—5 sts. BO.
Supplies to Bring: Yarn: worsted- or chunky-weight yarn in a
light color (to make your swatches) an extra ball of yarn, scissors,
needles 1 size smaller than you used to make your swatch.
Empty needle for casting on.

Garments; Tips & Techniques

Trisha Malcolm

Lecture: Style and Color Trends
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Take this opportunity to learn about exciting trends
for the upcoming seasons. Explore the areas of fashion, knit,
and color in this fun and inspiring lecture from Trisha Malcolm,
Editor in Chief of Vogue Knitting.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Inspiration

Nancy Marchant
Basic Brioche

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Does the brioche stitch still confuse you? In this
class, you’ll learn to “bark” (brioche knit) and “burp” (brioche
purl) this luscious stitch into a world of unending stitch possibilities from the “queen of brioche,” Nancy Marchant. She will
cover the brioche method of making increases and decreases
and explore stitch variations by making a sampler in class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Plain colored worsted- or DK-weight wool or
cotton yarn, US 6/4mm needles.

Tips & Techniques

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Deconstructing the Willow Scarf (EXCLUSIVE!)
Experienced | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; easy colorwork; students need to be familiar with
working two-color brioche.
Description: Under Dutch Skies is the motif behind the Willow
Scarf featured in Nancy’s newest book, Knitting Fresh Brioche.
This beautiful leaf motif is created using increases and decreases in two-color brioche. It has numerous possibilities that
will be talked about (and you can try them out) in the class. If
you already plan on making a scarf, bring the yarn you want to
use and get started.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: For practice, bring 3–4 colors worsted- or DKweight plain wool or cotton yarn, double-pointed or circular US
6/4mm needles. If you plan on making this scarf, bring the yarn
you want to use to get started. The scarf uses 2 balls each of 2
colors in Rowan’s Kid Silk Haze on US 7/4.5mm circular needles.

Tips & Techniques; Accessories

Knitting Fresh Brioche (EXCLUSIVE!)
Experienced | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; chart reading; students need to be familiar with
working the brioche stitch.
Description: Nancy’s newest book, Knitting Fresh Brioche, takes
brioche knitting to a new level. Learn how to work two-color
brioche, then add increases and decreases to create graceful
undulating motifs like those featured in the book. How to design your own scarf, what yarns to use, and creating your own
variations from these new motifs will also be part of the class.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: For practice, 3–4 colors worsted- or DKweight plain wool or cotton yarn, double-pointed or circular US
6/4mm needles. If you already plan on making a scarf, bring the
yarn and needles you want to use to discuss possibilities.

Tips & Techniques

Homework: We are going to use a variation of the long-tail
cast-on for our cowl. Instead of using one yarn and its tail, we
are going to use two yarns. Tie your two yarns together leaving
a 6" tail. Wrap the LC around the thumb and the DC around the
index finger, work the long tail cast on just as you would if you
were using only one yarn onto a 16" circular needle, the size
recommended for the yarn. Come to class having cast on 96 sts
—the 6" tail can be used later on to loosen up the cast on if it is
too tight.
Supplies to Bring: To practice the stitches, bring a small amount
of 2 contrasting colors of DK to Aran weight yarn. For your cowl
you will need 2 contrasting colors of DK to Aran weight yarn,
at least 150 yds (140 m) each, and 16" circular needle one size
smaller and one size larger than the size recommended for the
yarn as well as the size recommended.

Accessories; Tips & Techniques

Annie Modesitt
Charted Entrelac

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; chart reading
Description: What is this crazy way of creating a basketweave
pattern by knitting in tiny sections? Is it easy? Do I have to knit
backward to do it? All is revealed in this exciting workshop which
uses charts to explain entrelac. One of the most popular, and
misunderstood, knitting methods is entrelac. This wonderful
technique allows the knitter to create stunning fabrics and incorporate repeating patterns in unexpected ways, and is especially
satisfying when using a long-space dyed yarn like ModeKnit Yarn
FLOW colorways.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: At least 2 balls of worsted- or sport-weight
yarn (variegated is fine) in different, high-contrast colors. Circular
needles of any length to work well with your chosen yarn.

Tips & Techniques

Tuck into Your Own Brioche Cowl

Combination Knitting

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; working
in the round; chart reading
Description: Cushy textured brioche cowls—who doesn’t want
one? So why not create your own, using the yarns and colors
that look best with your wardrobe? Class begins with learning
about tuck brioche stitches and how to read a tuck/brioche
chart. Then, working the body of the cowl, in the round, in a
stitch pattern that you have selected from a stitchionary of
2-color tuck brioche stitches. You will walk out the door with
the beginning of your own designer cowl and a small stitch
dictionary (created exclusively for this class by Nancy) to help
you design even more cowls at home.

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; an open
mind
Description: Christened “Combination Knitting"" by Priscilla
Gibson-Roberts, this combination of Western and Eastern style
knitting is faster, creates a nicer tension with less “rowing out,”
and can be executed with less wrist strain. Established knitters
may enjoy this different method, and new knitters can mistress
this right away!
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Light colored worsted weight yarn, needles to
work well with yarn.

Intermediate | 3 hours

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Tips & Techniques; World Traditions

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Mary Jane Mucklestone

Two Color Knitting: Let’s Begin

Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round
Description: In a relaxed setting, Mary Jane introduces you to
the world of stranded colorwork, often called Fair Isle knitting.
In this technique class we will learn the basics, covering several
methods of holding your yarns, reading charts, how to introduce
new colors, what yarn dominance is, how to avoid tangled yarns,
weaving in those pesky ends, and finishing techniques. This class
is for absolute stranded knitting beginners and those looking to
brush up on their technique. We will begin knitting a stranded
colorwork headband or hat.
Homework: On smaller needle cast on 84 stitches. Place marker
and join for working in the round, taking care not to twist
stitches. K1, p1 rib for 1 inch.
Supplies to Bring: 2 or more colors of worsted weight yarn—
make sure the colors have high contrast, e.g., dark vs. light—150
yd of one color and 50-100 yards each of other colors. 16" circular needles in US 6/4mm and US 7/4.5mm, one set of dpn in US
7/4.5mm if making a hat. Your usual ditty bag of knitting notions,
including stitch markers, tape measure, scissors and tapestry
needle. A pencil for taking notes. Colored pencils if desired.

Contemporary Stranded Knitting

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; chart reading; have knit a few
accessories; easy colorwork
Description: Knit bold contemporary looks using the principles
of traditional Fair Isle knitting. Mary Jane will share her love of
stranded knitting by embracing techniques that make traditional
work simple while modernizing the look with graphic geometric
shapes and a contemporary take on color. Using Mary Jane’s Flying Geese Cowl as a template, we will create a sampler, experimenting with color and shapes. Mary Jane will help guide your
color choices and offer tips on stranded knitting technique.
Homework: On smaller needle, with any color you like, cast on
120 sts, and work k1,p1 rib for 1 inch.
Supplies to Bring: To begin a sampler cowl or cushion you
will need 5 colors of worsted-weight yarn with between
30yd/27.5m and 72yd/66m each. Make sure there are a few
colors of high contrast—light and dark colors. Since we won’t
have time to finish our project, you won’t need all the yarn,
but bring what you can: attack your stash and experiment!
Although I highly encourage you to make up your own sampler,
if you prefer to make the Flying Geese cowl as is, the yarn and
amounts are: Harrisville Highland, 100% wool 200yd/182m,
100g/3.5oz; Charcoal 60yd/55m, Azure 72yd/66m, Toffee
30yd/27.5m, Suede 30yd/27.5m, Silver Mist 60yd/55m.

Color

Fresh Fair Isle

Intermediate | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; working
in the round; chart reading; easy colorwork
Description: Liven up your Fair Isle knitting! Spend the day with
Mary Jane, author of 200 Fair Isle Motifs: A Knitters Directory,
exploring and inventing fresh new color combinations. This
course will introduce the basics of color theory and how to use
its principles to guide your color choices. We will learn about
the use of color over the years in traditional Fair Isle knitting
and move beyond, developing our own personal color schemes.
We’ll analyze how different color combinations can completely
change how a motif looks. Knitting a simple stranded wristlet or
fingerless glove will quickly illustrate new concepts.
Homework: With any color fingering-weight yarn you like, CO
48 sts. Place marker, join to work in the round without twisting.
Work k1, p1 rib for 1"/2.5 cm.
Supplies to Bring: Between 3 and 8 colors (or more! more colors
= more fun!) of fingering-weight wool yarn (Shetland Wool preferred), 25–100 yd of each color—make sure to include lights and
darks. US 3/3.25mm dpns or your preferred needles for working
small diameter pieces in the round. Tapestry needle; scissors;
stitch markers. Graph paper and colored pencils, if desired.

Color

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Color

Lucy Neatby

Double Up and Around!
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: Make an exploratory journey into other realms of
double knitting (which produces two-layer fabrics). We will begin
with tubes within tubes, worked in the round, initially with a single yarn, two yarns and then with color patterning. We will look
at different ways to handle the yarns for maximum efficiency
and how to incorporate shapings into double fabrics, topped off
with tubular bind-off. These techniques are suited to ultra warm
mittens and cozy lined socks.
Homework: Cast on 48 sts in the round and work 2 rounds of
1x1 rib (k1, p1). Use whatever type of needles you prefer. Leave
the stitches on the needle.
Supplies to Bring: A set of double pointed needles of sizes US
size 3 (3.25mm) to 5 (3.75mm) or one or two circulars according
to your preferred method of working in the round. 20g each of
two solid colors of smooth DK- to worsted-weight yarn. Scissors.
Crochet hook in size comparable to your needles. Blunt darning
needle. Usual knitting paraphernalia.

Color; Tips & Techniques

An Introduction to Intarsia
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: What is intarsia knitting? How does this technique

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
allow you to paint with yarn? Preparation for knitting; the key
to serene working. Reading and improving charts. Planning
a strategy to tackle your project. Establishing the first row.
Dealing with tails and tangles. Which ends should be knitted in,
which are better darned in. Linking yarns. Coping with horizontal color jumps. Surgical removal of mistakes and rescue tactics.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: A pair of needles (ideally straight) US 4 or
5 (3.5 or 3.75 mm). Darning needles; blunt and semi-sharp.
Scissors. A bag of part balls of yarn, in six or more solid colors
(preferably wool and wool blends), in mainly DK/Sport (6st per
inch) weight or heavier. Ruler or sticky notes. Usual knitting
paraphernalia. Markers or colored pencils (optional).

Color; Tips & Techniques

Lucy’s Hot Sock Tricks!
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round
Description: A wide ranging selection of Lucy’s most trusted
sock tips and tricks, including Modified Conventional Bind-Off
(which may revolutionize your life), the toe-chimney grafting
method, slipping stitches fast and easy, running yarn markers and wonderful hole-curing sutures. Getting to know the
Australian Cousins, play with new-to-you needle configurations,
Alternative heel stitch, Holes and more besides.
Homework: This swatch is worth the investment of your time
and effort! It may be used over and over again and will serve
you well if you take the time to find appropriate yarns. Choose
a medium- to light-colored, smooth (not fluffy or textured) worsted- or chunky-weight wool-rich yarn (approximately 5 sts/in
or fewer) and 5mm+ (US size 6+) needles. Using a set of dpns or
circular(s), cast on 40 sts and knit 6 rounds. Arrange the stitches
for a sock toe: 10 sts on each needle. (Or as you would wish!)
Next Rnd: (K1, ssk, k 14, k2t, k1) x 2. Next Rnd 3: Knit. Next Rnd
4: (K1, ssk, k 12, k2t, k1) x 2. [Abbreviations: Ssk: Slip the next
two sts, knitwise, one at a time, to the right-hand needle, insert
the left-hand needle into both sts and knit them together. This
produces a one-stitch, left-slanting decrease known as a “slip,
slip, knit.” K2t: Knit two stitches together. This produces a onestitch, right-slanting decrease.]
Supplies to Bring: • A small ball of smooth wool-blend yarn
(these need not be “sock” yarns) approximately worsted (5 sts
per inch or fewer) in two plain, light contrasting colors. We will
be working samples, not a sock. Fine sock yarns and needles
may be used, but is far easier to see the details of your stitches
and techniques in larger yarns and solid, light colors.
• 3 sets of needles all the same size (as used for your swatch):
dpns and two circulars (one of which should be 100cm/40"" or
longer).
• Scissors and crochet hook
• Blunt darning needles and usual knitting tools.

Various Variegations
Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: How often does a beautiful skein of hand painted
yarn knit up to be a disappointment? Discover new ways of
knitting with your hand painted yarns. Look at the styles of variegated yarns and for which purposes they are most suited. Try
stranded patterns, slipped stitches, intarsia, bobbles and assembled knitting. Garment/project planning, how to tackle garments
to avoid blotching and mismatching of sections.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Two sets of 5 dpns in of sizes to suit your
yarns. If you prefer working in the round on circular needles (one
or two) bring a suitable selection. Bring variegated yarns you
have to use (or wish to examine) along with some similar weight
plain color yarns (ideally one contrasting with and one similar
to the variegated yarns you plan to use in the workshop). Blunt
darning needles. Scissors. Usual knitting paraphernalia.

Color

Toe-Up Socks for Travelers
Advanced Beginner | 6 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: A spontaneous method for producing toe-up socks.
These little gems require very little advance planning and make
ideal travel knitting. The class project is a mini sock. Using a provisional cast-on we will work a Bosnian toe square (or rectangle)
using waste yarn wraps to mark the knit up positions. Establishing knitting in the round and positioning left and right raised
increases. Planning, setting-in and knitting the modified Turkish
heel and use of waste yarn to create the heel opening. The sock
toe-chimney will be used for easy grafting (Kitchener stitch) of
the heel. The sock top will be finished with a variety of bind-off
options to prevent tight sock cuffs. The various techniques are
applicable to many other areas of knitting.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: • 20g each of smooth wool-blend yarns (these
need not be ‘sock’ yarns) in Worsted or DK/Sport (5 sts per inch
or fewer) in 2 or more solid, light colors. Fine sock yarns and
needles may be used, but is far easier to see the details of your
stitches and techniques in larger yarns and plain, light colors.
• One set of 5 dpns in size 3–4mm, US 3–5. If you prefer working
on circular needles (one or two) bring a suitable selection.
• Four smaller size dpns (for picking up stitches).
• Scraps of waste yarn
• Darning needle
• Usual knitting paraphernalia

Accessories

Accessories

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Deborah Newton

Good Measure: Understanding Body and Garments
for a Perfect Fit (EXCLUSIVE!)

Brooke Nico

Feather Fandango (EXCLUSIVE!)
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; chart reading; have knit a whole garment; have knit a
few accessories; basic finishing techniques
Description: Learn how to take measurements for both body
and garments to develop schematic drawings for the best fit.
Learn how to use these schematics together as a way to choose
patterns and sizes. Learn the best way to analyze a pattern and
adapt it for your own measurements. Learn Deborah’s process
for approaching all kinds of projects with fit in mind.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Pencils and markers; eraser; soft tape measure; 5 square to the inch graph/grid paper; calculator. A simple
pullover sweater that fits well, manufactured or handknit, preferably a classic fit, not very oversized or very close-fitting.

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace
Description: Feather and fan is one of the most common lace
stitches, composed of simple yos and decreases, and this stitch
lends itself to a variety of variations, full of possiblilities for
allover fabrics or accent pieces. Unfortunately, the pattern also
offers plenty of opportunities for mistakes! In this class, we’ll
break down the feather and fan stitch to it’s basic components,
learn several variations as well has how to create your own adaptations. We’ll review the most common pitfalls in creating this
fabric as well as how to repair any mistakes. Leave class with a
folio of new stitches and several scarf and stole patterns.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Smooth, light-colored wool, DK weight. U.S.
size 6/4mm or 7/4.5mm needles. Stitch markers.

Sweater Shapes for the Best Fit (EXCLUSIVE!)

Gayle Roehm

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Design; Tips & Techniques

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round; chart reading; have knit a
whole garment; have knit a few accessories; basic finishing
techniques
Description: This class will introduce a variety of garment types,
and describe their characteristics with an eye to understanding fit. Sleeve types, such as raglan, cap-types, circular yokes,
dolman, and dropped shoulders. Also Deborah will talk about
other kinds of knitted garments, such as skirts, ponchos, capes,
and coats—what makes for the best fit in these kinds of projects! Get the advice of a professional designer who has worked
in the industry, designing for Vogue Knitting as well as for other
magazines and yarn companies for more than 30 years. This
class is open to advanced beginners as well as designers.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Pencil; eraser; tape measure; 5 square to the
inch graph/grid paper; calculator

Design; Tips & Techniques

Lecture: Top 10 Finishing Tips
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Join designer/author Deborah Newton as she talks
about her favorite aspect of sweater making. Learn her Top Ten
Tips for making your finishing easier and more pleasurable, as
well as making your knitted garments look their best! Deborah’s
book Finishing School was chosen by Amazon as one of the
Top Ten Craft Books of 2011—so she knows what she is talking
about!
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Finishing

Lace; Design

Challenging Stitches from Japanese Designs
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few accessories; short rows; must be comfortable knitting from stitch
pattern charts.
Description: Every knitter loves to discover new and interesting
stitch patterns. This class gives you a chance to try out a few
unusual stitches that I’ve found in Japanese garments. We’ll
review the symbols used in these designs, then swatch four or
five stitches that you haven’t seen before. You don’t need to
know how to read a Japanese pattern, but you do need to be
comfortable knitting from charts. Some of the charts are difficult
to interpret, and some of the stitches may be complicated to
execute, so bring an adventuresome attitude—but keep in mind
that these stitches are fun! The class aims to remove the fear
from tackling complex charts, so you can approach just about
any Japanese chart with confidence.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Note-taking material; small amounts of
smooth yarn for swatching (suggested: DK to worsted-weight)
and appropriate needles (suggested: sizes 5/3.75mm to 8/5mm);
scissors and your usual notions.

World Traditions

Japanese Knitting: Getting Started
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: You should have knit at least one
sweater, and you should be comfortable working from charts.
Description: Have you admired Japanese knitting patterns and
wanted to try your hand at knitting one? A Japanese pattern
comes in a graphic format, with drawings and charts that knit-

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
ters can decipher without knowing a word of the language.
This three-hour class covers the basics of understanding such
a pattern. Using an actual pattern (with permission from the
publisher), you’ll learn to find important information such as
gauge, needle size, and shaping. You’ll also learn key vocabulary
words and basic stitch symbols. For practice with charted stitch
patterns, you’ll swatch the sample pattern. We’ll discuss where
to get help when you encounter something unfamiliar, and how
to modify a one-size Japanese pattern for a custom fit.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Yarn for swatching (sport to worsted weight)
and needles of appropriate size for the yarn; basic supplies such
as snips, tapestry needle, cable needle; note-taking materials.

World Traditions

Japanese Knitting: Getting Started
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: You should have knit at least one
sweater, and you should be comfortable working from charts.
Description: Have you admired Japanese knitting patterns and
wanted to try your hand at knitting one? A Japanese pattern
comes in a graphic format, with drawings and charts that
knitters can decipher without knowing a word of the language.
This three-hour class covers the basics of understanding such
a pattern. Using an actual pattern (with permission from the
publisher), you’ll learn to find important information such as
gauge, needle size, and shaping. You’ll also learn key vocabulary
words and basic stitch symbols. For practice with charted stitch
patterns, you’ll swatch the sample pattern. We’ll discuss where
to get help when you encounter something unfamiliar, and how
to modify a one-size Japanese pattern for a custom fit.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Yarn for swatching (sport to worsted weight)
and needles of appropriate size for the yarn; basic supplies such
as snips, tapestry needle, cable needle; note-taking materials.

World Traditions

Lace Stitches from Japan
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; beginner lace; chart reading; have knit a few accessories; must be comfortable knitting from stitch pattern charts.
Description: Japanese designers frequently use lace patterns,
many of which are adapted from traditional European sources.
In this class, we’ll swatch a couple of lace stitches that I’ve
selected from Japanese designs. We’ll look at what might be
considered typically “Japanese” about a lace stitch. We’ll also
cover some tips on interpreting charted lace patterns, as well as
variations (and pitfalls) you might encounter.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Small amounts of yarn for swatching; I
suggest fingering- to sport-weight (rather than fine laceweight),
and needles a size or two larger than you would normally use
with the yarn (suggested: US 3/3.25mm to 7/4.5mm). At least

one set of needles should be DPNs.

World Traditions; Lace

Sampler of Japanese Techniques and Tips
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; chart reading; have knit a few accessories; basic finishing techniques
Description: Japanese knitting patterns often include useful
techniques as well as great designs. This class will introduce you
to an assortment of tips and techniques from Japanese patterns
and instruction books. Most are variations or refinements of
techniques that you already know, but they can be useful additions to your “tool box.” Among other things, we’ll look at: variations on three-needle bind-off; a couple of vertical buttonholes;
ribbed cast-on variations; sewn bind-off variations; Japanese
bobbles worked with a crochet hook.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Small amounts of yarn for swatching and appropriately sized needles; I suggest sport- to worsted-weight and
size US 5/3.75mm to US 8/5mm needles; one or two crochet
hooks.

World Traditions

Carla Scott

Entrelac (EXCLUSIVE!)
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; know how to pick up stitches
Description: Entrelac: It’s easier than you think. Learn how to
work entrelac using stockinette stitch, then go on to work a
sampler incorporating pattern stitches into the technique, taking
entrelac to a new dimension.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Two contrasting colors of DK-weight yarn;
appropriately sized needles for your yarn; two stitch markers.

Tips & Techniques

Leslye Solomon

The Absolute Best Way to Learn How to Knit
Continentally
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: This class can be for a beginner as
well as an experienced knitter who would like to change his or
her technique.
Description: There’s nothing wrong with American/English
knitting, which requires winding the yarn with your right hand.
You might have learned it years ago. But do you wish you could
knit faster, with fewer imperfections? Would you like to be able
to seed stitch or rib with a slight turn of the wrist, speedily as if
you’ve been doing this for years? In this three-hour class, you
can begin knitting (or easily switch to) a more ergonomic, faster,
and pain reducing method. Practice how to strategically hold the

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
yarn with your left hand and knit and purl with incredible speed
and consistency.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: US 9/5.5mm needles and light-colored,
smooth, well twisted (smooth), Aran-weight yarn. Gel or roller-typ eblack or blue pen.

Tips & Techniques

Crochet for Knitters

All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: You can knit but you don’t crochet? Learn just
enough to get by. As a knitter, being able to crochet is a very
important skill, and frequently a preferred choice when finishing. Even though you have no trouble holding two knitting needles, don’t let the easy operation of holding that single hook
scare you. In this class, learn just enough crochet to enhance,
fix, or finish your knit project. Learn all about the structure of
the crochet hook and what you should know to use one. Learn
the tricks of how to single crochet on the edge of your knitting
in garter and stockinette stitch so the edge is never left unfinished, lays flat, and looks even. Even without instructions from
your pattern, you’ll be able to determine how to start, know
how to space, go around corners, and decide to finish a knit
edge of your garment, as it might offer a delicate decorative,
quicker, functional, or dressier choice when ribbing is wrong.
Expand that single crochet skill to other crochet stitches with
single or multiple yarns to add your own flair to your throw,
shawl, or sweater. Learn how to quickly use crochet to finish
cardigans, button and buttonhole bands, space buttonholes,
and practice a few very easy buttonholes. In addition to
finishing, have that crochet hook on call when fixing common
knitting mistakes and mishaps. You won’t leave knowing how
to crochet a sweater, although that would be nice diversion,
but this minimal crochet stuff combined with knitting should be
added to your list of talents.
Homework: Three samples of knitting. Use light-colored, Aranweight, smooth yarn and US 9/5.5mm needles. Sample 1: Cast
on 18 stitches and work garter stitch for about 12”/30cm. Bind
off. Sample 2: Cast on 18 stitches and work stockinette stitch
for about 12”/30cm. Bind off. Expect that your sample will
curl; you can gently steam it to eliminate some curling. Sample
3: Cast on 18 stitches and work stockinette stitch for about
4”/10cm. Slide stitches to a holder.
Supplies to Bring: Bring the samples of homework, scissors,
size G and H crochet hook. Bring the yarn the samples were
made from and an additional color.

Crochet; Tips & Techniques

The Secrets to Writing Your Own Sweater Patterns
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

This is an easy class on learning the secrets to designing one’s
own sweater pattern. The goal of this class is to help the knitter
understand how she can swatch any yarn or combination of
yarns and turn the information from that swatch into a sweater
pattern. This will result in a garment that is the width, length,
and shape desired. Using a special knitter’s grid, each student
will practice mapping out every stitch and row of the elements
of a sample sweater. Topics covered will be gauge making,
preparation, and measuring. Learn about measurements and
ease. Learn the secrets to shaping armholes and how to design
a variety of neck shapes. Learn how to shape sleeves and sleeve
caps that will fit into armholes. Learn about adjusting and changing existing patterns, yarn quantities depending on the gauge
of the chosen yarn, converting an existing pattern to a different
gauge, combining many yarns in one sweater, and matching
designs from the body to the sleeves for an interesting graphic
effect.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Bring red pencil, straight ruler, calculator, and
(optional) pictures of sweaters the student would like to analyze
to design.

Design; Garments

The Secrets to Solving Mistakes, Mishaps, and the
Disappointing Sweater
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease
Description: We all make mistakes when we knit. From poor fit
to a dropped stitch, this is the class to learn how making mistakes is no longer the end of the world. Leslye will share a list of
tricks in this handson workshop that will help avoid the “ripping
out and starting all over again” syndrome. Learn how to take
care of a list of typical problems, avoiding and preventing failures and the agony of wasting time. Erase all fears by gaining the
knowledge to handle any disaster, from a multiple-row dropped
stitch to a miss-crossed cable to a poorly fitting garment.
Homework: You will make one long sample as follows: Using
light colored, aran weight, smooth wool (yarn without bumps
or fuzz) and size 9 needles, cast on 18 stitches. Work seed stitch
for 3 inches (Row 1: K1, p1 to end. Row 2: P1, k1 to end. Repeat
these two rows.)Work garter stitch for 2 to 3 inches. (Knit every
row.)Work stockinette stitch for 2 to 3 inches. (Row 1: Knit. Row
2: Purl. Repeat these two rows.) Do not bind off. Leave piece on
needle.
Supplies to Bring: Aran-weight, smooth, light-colored, twisted
style yarn. US size 9/5.5mm needles. Please bring a US size
H-8/5mm, I-9/5.5mm, or J-10/6mm crochet hook and sharp
scissors.

Tips & Techniques; Garments

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl
Description: Release the designer in you and/or learn how to
create or customize a sweater pattern to your personal needs.
Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Debbie Stoller
The Amazing Lace
Beginner | 3 hours

Description: In this class you’ll learn the basic lace stitches,
but more importantly, you’ll learn how they work together to
create the beautiful patterns you see in lace. And that’s key,
because once you can read your own lace stitches, you’ll be far
less likely to make any mistakes when you work up a lace project. Plus you’ll even be able to design your own lace patterns.
We’ll work on a test piece to help you learn the most-used lace
stitches and see what happens when yarnovers and decreases
are particular ways in knit fabric.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Light colored, smooth worsted-weight yarn.
Size 9 needles, straight or circular—but we’ll be working back
and forth in rows.

Tips & Techniques

15 Clever Cast-Ons and Better Bind-Offs
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: Cast on in ribbing or put a picot on it! Master a
variety of interesting cast-ons and learn what they are for, and
get a handle on bind offs you never knew were possible.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Worsted-weight yarn. One pair US 8/5mm
straight needles and double-pointed needles, or size recommended for yarn.

Tips & Techniques

Cabling Without a Cable Needle
Intermediate | 3 hours

Description: Cabling the quick and easy way! In this class you
will learn how to cable like never before. You’ll come to understand the theory behind creating beautifully twisted and turning stitches, like cables and traveling stitches—and you’ll learn
how to work without a cable needle, which is really the best,
fastest, and clearest way to do it. After this class, you’ll have a
much better insight the world of cables and travelling stitches,
and you’’ll even be able to design your own cables.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Light colored, smooth worsted-weight yarn.
US size 7 (4.5 mm) or 8 (5 mm) straight or circular needles—
but we’ll be working back and forth. Also bring a cable needle
(although you won’t be needing it for long!).

Cables; Tips & Techniques

Just Bead It

Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: As if yarn wasn’t fun enough, add some beads to
your knitting to make your creations even more glorious. But
just how do you get beads onto your knitted work? And why

are there so many different ways to put beads in your work? In
this class, you’ll learn various ways to incorporate beads into
your knitting, how to get the beads on the yarn in the first place,
and how each different method yields different (and beautiful)
results.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Smooth, sport-weight yarn, any color.Knitting
needles in size suggested for the yarn, straight or circular, but
we’ll be working back and forth. Beads will be provided.

Beading & Jewelry

Knitting on the Double
Intermediate | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off
Description: Double knitting is a cool way of making fabric
where both sides look great. In fact, both sides are the reverse
images of each other! In this class you’ll learn how this tricky
feat is accomplished, and we’ll practice with the design of the
extremely popular Uncle Argyle scarf from Son of Stitch ‘n Bitch.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: 2 balls of smooth, worsted-weight yarn (no
cotton), in contrasting solid colors. Pair of US 6/4mm needles
or whatever is appropriate for the yarn. Circular needles can be
used—but we will be knitting back and forth in this class.

Tips & Techniques; Color

Picture-Perfect Intarsia

Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Description: Intarsia is a technique that allows you to knit an
image right into your work so that it looks like your yarn magically changed from one color to the next. But if you’ve ever tried
it, you may have found yourself tangled in a mess of yarn ends
and bobbins. In this class, you’ll learn Debbie’s way of working intarsia, which doesn’t involve bobbins of any kind. While
working on an adorable sheep motif, you’ll learn how to create
“infinity” yarn, and how to make your work as neat and perfect
as humanly possible.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Worsted-weight, smooth, 100% wool yarn
(not superwash) in three colors: black, white, and green (or any
other background color in a mid-range tone that will contrast
with both the white and the black). Pair of US 8/5mm needles or
whatever is appropriate for the yarn.

Color

Lecture: Turbo Throwing; Super-Fast English Knitting
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: If you’ve ever heard that Continental knitting (yarn
in left hand) is faster than English knitting (yarn in right hand),
don’t believe the hype. Unfortunately however, most of us don’t
knit English-style in the most efficient manner. In this lecture,
Debbie Stoller will teach you how to knit Engish-style the way
it’s done in the Netherlands (and elsewhere), which is much
quicker. We’ll go over the history of how English knitting evolved

Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
from horsehair pouch to the knitting needles we know today;
what got lost in the process; and how to use the “pit knitting”
method to substantially speed up your English-style knitting.
Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: If you want to join in and play with this fast
technique, you can! Bring 14" long straight needles size 8 and
some worsted-weight yarn to go with them. Debbie will teach
you the basics in this lecture!

Homework: None
Supplies to Bring: Please bring some knitting-in-progress with
which to practice.

Fiber; Projects & Patterns

Lecture; Tips & Techniques

Carol Sulcoski

Lecture: Decoding Self-Striping Yarn: All You
Need to Know About Knitting and Designing with
Self-Stripers
All Levels Welcome | 1 hour

Description: Do you love self-striping yarns, but wish you understood how they work? Do you adore the colors in the skein,
but find yourself perplexed at the way they unspool in your
knitting or crochet? Frustrated when stripes cut off abruptly or
look wonky? This lecture will explain exactly how self-striping
yarns are made and why they stripe, and will provide tips and
techniques for how to get a more pleasing finished garment.
We’ll also cover design strategies that work especially well for
self-striping yarns.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None

Lecture; Fiber

Yarn Substitution Made Easy
All Levels Welcome | 3 hours

Description: This class will help knitters master the mysteries of
yarn substitution. We’ll start with gauge, then cover the various
weights of yarn (fingering to super bulky), discuss the relationship of weight to yardage and plies, and look at fiber and yarn
characteristics that affect substitution (e.g., drape, elasticity,
weight, halo). We will also consider color choice and walk
through how to estimate quantities. We’ll finish by walking
through some real-life examples by selecting potential substitute yarns for real patterns.
Homework & Supplies to Bring: None
Tips & Techniques; Fiber

Meg Swansen

Knitting with Unspun Icelandic Wool (EXCLUSIVE!)
Advanced Beginner | 3 hours

Technique Requirements: Knit/purl; cast on/bind off; increase/
decrease; working in the round
Description: Meg Swansen will talk about the unique breed
of Icelandic sheep, their extraordinary fleece, and how she
became the U.S. distributor for this idiosyncratic wool. You will
see the unconventional set-up for this wool (in “wheels”), and
how to work with it. Through Powerpoint, and in person, Meg
Swansen will show numerous examples of garments knitted
with unspun Icelandic (see below).
Class descriptions, homework, and supplies subject to change. Check vogueknittinglive.com for the most up-to-date information.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

REGISTRATION DETAILS
We have four convenient options for you to register:
Visit VogueKnittingLIVE.com and pay online. (This option immediately guarantees your spot in top classes!)
Fax your completed registration form with credit card information to 203-702-5053.
Mail your completed registration form with payment (via credit card or check) to arrive by August 8, 2016, to ensure early
bird pricing. Make checks payable to Soho Publishing. AfterAugust 8, mail by October 6, 2016: IEE/ATTN Vogue Knitting LIVE
Minneapolis 2016, 1 Pleasant View Road, New Milford, CT 06776 USA

Call 877-825-2480 (U.S. and Canada) or 1-917-258-5100 (INTL). Please have your first, second, and third class
selections (when appropriate) and your Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover Card information ready
before calling.
*When registering by fax or mail, please indicate a first, second, and third choice for each session. We will make
every effort to place you in your first choice. For ease and convenience, we recommend online registration, where
second and third choices are not required. A confirmation letter will be e-mailed to you immediately after your
registration is processed.

• Please note there is a $10 fee each time you make class changes following your initial registration.
• Presenters, classes, events, dates, and times are subject to change without notice.
• Please check your classes at VogueKnittingLIVE.com for supplies, material fees, and homework.
• Payment in full must accompany registration.
• If you would like to use a promotional code you have received, be sure to input your code when prompted.
• Show badges will be mailed to you prior to the show and will be your only admission to events.
All cancellations must be received in writing via fax, post, or e-mail. Cancellations received on or before September
26, 2016, will be issued a refund, minus a $100 processing fee.** After September 26, 2016, no refunds will be issued for cancellations or no-shows. If you cannot attend, you may send a substitute in your place at no extra charge.
Substitution requests must be received before October 21, 2016. For on-site substitutions please bring the badge of
the individual you are filling in for and we will create a new name badge for you, or contact Vogue Knitting LIVE at
877-825- 2480 (International 1-917-258-5100) or vogueknitting@etouches.com.
**Cancellations received on or before September 26, 2016, for tickets costing LESS than $100 will be issued a refund
minus HALF the cost of the total ticket.
In the event that Vogue Knitting LIVE cancels a class, we will make every effort to find you a suitable class substitution. If you are not satisfied with the substitute, you may choose another class, and the $10 class change fee will
be waived. If you are unsatisfied with either option, we will gladly refund the cost of the class. If you purchased the
canceled class within a package, you will be refunded the prorated class rate.

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

TICKET PRICES

Shopping
Friday Marketplace

Early Bird

Regular Price
(August 8)

Free with Marketplace Ticket

One-Day Marketplace Ticket (Saturday OR Sunday)

$20

$20

Two-Day Marketplace Ticket (Saturday AND Sunday)

$25

$25

Early Bird

Regular Price

Single 1-Hour Lecture
Includes 3-Day Marketplace Ticket

$35

$35

Single 2-Hour Class
Includes 3-Day Marketplace Ticket

$64

$74

Single 3-Hour Class
Includes 3-Day Marketplace Ticket

$89

$99

Minni Apple Package
1 (3-hour) class, 1 lecture, 3-Day Marketplace Access

$100

$110

Purple Rain Package
3 (3-hour) classes, 3-Day Marketplace Access, $25 gift card to
vogueknitting.com

$240

$260

M1 in Minneapolis Package
4 (3-hour) classes, 3 lectures, 3-Day Marketplace Access, Free
Vogue Knitting LIVE Tote Bag, free copy of Classic Elite Shawls,
Wraps & Scarves, $150 gift card to vogueknitting.com

$399

$499

Twin Cities Package
6 (3-hour) Classes, 2 Lectures, 3-Day Marketplace Access, free
Vogue Knitting LIVE Tote Bag, free copy of Classic Elite Shawls,
Wraps & Scarves, $200 Gift Card to vogueknitting.com

$499

$599

Classes

Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

(August 8)

SAVE
UP TO
$300!

ORDER FORM
Discount Code
Total Enclosed
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(Badge Name)
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City 							

State 				

Zip/Postal Code

Country
Phone 						

E-mail

Dietary Restrictions
Method of Payment:

Check		

Visa 		

Mastercard 		

Discover		

Card # 								

EXP DATE

SIGNATURE 							

SECURITY CODE

American Express

Choose Your Classes and Lectures

Please indicate first, second, and third class or lecture choices. For immediate guarantee on your choices, register online at
VogueKnittingLIVE.com. If you register by mail, you will receive a phone call from Vogue Knitting LIVE confirming your choices
when we receive payment. Please indicate your preferred class by writing the class title below. 2-hour classes should be listed by
their start time.

Friday
9–12 AM

Friday
2–5 PM

Saturday
9–12 AM

Saturday
2–5 PM

Sunday
9–12 AM

Sunday
2–5 PM

1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

If you are purchasing a lecture or lectures please include that here:

If you register online, you will be presented with a printable receipt at the end of the registration process. If you registered via postal
mail or fax and would like a receipt, please contact vogueknitting@etouches.com.
Questions? E-mail us at: vogueknittinglive@integrityee.com or call 877-825-2480.

